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Abstract
The prairie-forest boundary region in Minnesota spans 650 km along a northwest-southeast axis
and is often considered one of the most abrupt grassland-forest transitions in the world.
Historically, this region separated tallgrass prairie vegetation to the south and west from forest
vegetation to the north and east, while land conversion since presettlement has eliminated over
95% of original prairie and continues to convert and fragment forested lands. Ecological
boundaries such as the prairie-forest transition are considered critical landscape elements that
control the fluxes of organisms, materials, and energy between ecosystems. While the
significance and characteristics of ecological boundaries has been often discussed in scientific
literature, there are few studies that provide empirical support for boundary concepts. In
particular, studies are lacking that evaluate vegetation-environment relationships across
boundaries. In this thesis, I use the presettlement prairie-forest boundary as an example of an
ecological boundary to address the following issues: 1) the influence of spatial scale and spatial
heterogeneity in the controls of vegetation, 2) the spatial nature of a vegetation-climate
relationship across the boundary, and 3) range distributional shifts since presettlement in tree
taxa common to the boundary region.
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Chapter 1
Spatial scale and heterogeneity in the controls of the presettlement Minnesota prairieforest boundary
with Peter B. Reich, Lee E. Frelich, and Gerald J. Niemi.

Abstract
Ecological boundaries are critical landscape regions of transition between adjacent ecological
systems. While environmental controls of boundaries may operate in a scale-dependent
manner, multiple-scale comparisons of vegetation-environment relationships have been
characterized for few boundary systems. We use point data on the occurrence of woody versus
grassland vegetation, in conjunction with climatic, topographical, and soils data to evaluate
scale effects and spatial heterogeneity in the prairie-forest biome boundary of pre-settlement
Minnesota. Data were intersected with four nested spatial grids of cells 10, 20, 40, and 80-km
on a side. Experimental semivariograms were computed for all variables. Logistic regression
models and hierarchical variance partitioning were carried out for data from each grid cell
individually and for the global dataset. Soils variables (percent sand, soil drainage) displayed
the least spatial autocorrelation at shortest lag distances and tended to be the least important
predictors of woody vegetation at all spatial extents. Topographical variables (topographic
roughness, distance to water) displayed greater spatial heterogeneity in regions dominated by
forest compared with prairie and were more important at fine-intermediate spatial scales,
highlighting their likely control on fire regimes. An integrated climatic variable (precipitation
minus potential evapotranspiration) displayed a trend of increasing variance across the study
region and was unambiguously the strongest biome boundary control. Spatially heterogeneous
vegetation-environment relationships were observed at all scales, moreso at finer scales. Our
results suggest that the importance of environmental controls may change smoothly rather than
discretely across scales and demonstrate the need to account for spatial non-stationarity and
scale to predict and understand vegetation distribution across ecological boundaries.
Keywords: prairie, forest, ecological boundary, savanna, presettlement, vegetation, Minnesota,
hierarchical partitioning, scaling, climate, biotic transition zones, biome
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Introduction
Ecological boundaries are regions of transition between adjacent ecological systems and as such
play a crucial role in controlling flows of organisms, materials, and energy across the landscape
(Cadenasso et al. 2003). Referred to in the literature by various terms such as ecotone, border,
and edge, ecological boundaries are not limited to a particular spatial or temporal scale, and
they exist between many kinds of systems and organisms (Risser 1995, Belnap et al. 2003). At
coarse spatial scales, ecological boundary dynamics are the driving forces behind landscape
structure and change (Peters et al. 2006). Accordingly, understanding the controls of boundary
structure is a primary goal of ecology and biogeography.
At the biome scale, the boundary region between adjacent systems harbors high concentrations
of species reaching their distributional limits, due to physiological and ecological constraints
operating across the boundary (Neilson 1993). Temporal changes in climatic constraints are
known to be concomitant with changes in biome boundary location and structure in both the
long term (e.g. >1000 y, Williams et al. 2000) and short-term (e.g. <50 y, Allen and Breshears
1998). Because of strong observed relationships between climate and world vegetation
(Holdridge 1947), biome boundaries are presumed to be especially sensitive to
anthropogenically-induced climate change. Hence, studies of vegetation boundaries that existed
prior to extensive human modification serve as an important source of baseline information for
comparison with current and future conditions as predicted under global climate change
scenarios.
In central North America, there has existed for several millennia a boundary between grassland
and forest named the prairie-forest boundary (PFB) (Transeau 1935). While much less than 5%
of original prairie remains today, explanations for the position and structure of the PFB continue
to attract ecologists (Anderson 2006). At a continental scale, climatic conditions related to
aridity (e.g. drought, precipitation, evapotranspiration) along with fire (e.g. lightning strikes)
have been noted to play a primary role in the position of the border (Borchert 1950, Changnon
et al. 2002), while at a local scale fire frequency alone can regulate the vegetation mosaic
(Peterson and Reich 2001). In Minnesota, USA, a 650-km portion of the PFB runs along a
northwest-to-southeast axis, with prairie vegetation dominant to the south and west, and woody
vegetation dominant to the north and east. Several site-based studies along the boundary in
Minnesota have pointed to strong topographical and soils controls on the boundary at more local
2

and regional scales. For example, in the Big Woods region of southern Minnesota, Grimm
(1984) concluded that topographical firebreaks were important to the west, but that soil edaphic
factors were important to the east. In northwest Minnesota, McAndrews (1966) posited that
topography was the master control on the structure of the boundary through its influence on
solar insolation and soil moisture, while in the same region Almendinger (1992) recognized the
importance of wet soils and flat terrain for the invasion of prairie by aspen (Populus
tremuloides) and the importance of sandy outwash soils for the establishment of jack pine
(Pinus banksiana). In all these studies, explanations about the boundary include the prominent
effects of fire, which occurred at frequent intervals (e.g. < 5 y, Wheeler et al. 1992) in the PFB,
and interacted with climate, topography, and vegetation, to modify boundary structure.
Taken together, these site-specific and broader-scale studies indicate that the apparent controls
on the PFB vary across space and spatial scale. The challenge for ecologists working along
grassland-forest transitions is to identify processes operating at different spatial scales and to
differentiate the ultimate versus proximate modifiers of boundary structure (Mills et al. 2006).
Some ecologists have proposed that vegetation controls operate at discrete spatial scales
(Kotliar and Wiens 1990, Gosz 1993, Gillson 2004). In the view of Gosz (1993), boundary
controls proceed down a scale hierarchy, with climate considered the major control at biome
boundaries, topography and soil characteristics at landscape and patch scales, and biotic
interactions at population and plant boundaries. Conversely, other ecologists advocate a
continuum based approach (Xu et al. 2004, Meisel and Turner 1998). For example,
McNaughton (1983) proposed that vegetation is controlled by a constellation of weak forces
acting probabilistically across scales. A practical difficulty in addressing the scale dependence
of vegetation-environment relationships is that as scale becomes finer, the number of potential
controls and their interactions increase drastically, making it difficult to tease apart the most
important controls. Studies of vegetation-environment relationships that take a multi-scale
perspective (Schneider 1995) are increasingly being used to disentangle the controls (Sarr and
Hibbs 2007), but little attention has been given to exploring scale dependence across ecological
boundaries (Cadenasso et al. 2003, Fagan et al. 2003), in part due to the tradeoff between
having high-resolution data and large spatial extent.
Our overarching objective is to understand multiple scale controls on the structure of the
presettlement prairie-forest border, which spanned a large spatial extent in Minnesota, USA.
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Studies of presettlement conditions serve as a model system for addressing fundamental
questions and additionally as an important source of baseline data for comparison with current
and future conditions, as predicted under global climate change scenarios. The role of human
influence in moderating ecological boundary dynamics and structure is an understudied aspect
of boundary dynamics (Cadenasso et al. 2003, Kark and van Rensburg 2006). We use point
data on the presence of woody vegetation from the presettlement land survey in Minnesota, in
conjunction with environmental data at the finest spatial resolution available, to evaluate the
controls on the PFB in Minnesota. Specifically, we investigate a) whether individual controls
display strongest influence on vegetation according to Gosz’s model: climate, topography, and
soils influence vegetation at broad, intermediate, and fine scales, respectively, and b) whether
there is constancy in the spatial relationships between vegetation and controls across and along
the border.
Methods
Study area
The state of Minnesota, USA, sits at the intersection of three main vegetative biomes: tallgrass
prairie, broadleaf forest, and mixed boreal forest (Figure 1.1). It also sits at the intersection of
arctic, Pacific, and maritime tropical air masses (Borchert 1950), which result in a continental
climate with warm summers and cold winters. Annual precipitation in the boundary region
(100 km on either side of boundary, Figure 1.1) follows a spatial gradient from approximately
500 mm y-1 in the west to 750 mm y-1 in the east, which is large variation in precipitation for
such a distance for a flat, mid-continental region far from mountains (Borchert 1950). A wide
variety of landforms exist in the boundary region due to the region’s glacial history. Elevation
range in the boundary is approximately 200 m to 600 m (mean 400 m). Southeastern Minnesota
is characterized by steep ridge and valley topography as a result of a longer time since last
glaciation, while the west-central portion of the state has strongly morainal topography.
Northwestern Minnesota has generally low topographic relief and large peatland complexes
interspersed with uplands. Two major rivers in Minnesota contribute to the topography in the
boundary region. In southwest Minnesota, the Minnesota River valley flows through a wide
(i.e. >100 km) flat plain, although there is a steep bluff system adjacent to the river. The Red
River in far northwest Minnesota runs north and forms the border with North Dakota.

Response variable
4

One way to view the PFB is as a continuum between grassland and forest (Breshears 2006), i.e.
a gradient of increasing cover of woody vegetation, from prairie vegetation at one end of the
gradient, proceeding up through savanna and forests (Belsky and Canham 1994, Breshears and
Barnes 1999). Although percents of woody coverage have been used to define grassland,
savanna, and forest types (Anderson et al. 1999), we do not employ such cutoffs here. Instead,
we use the term prairie to generally refer to grassland ecosystems with low woody cover and the
term forest to mean ecosystems with high levels of woody cover. Because woody plants
dramatically modify the environment below their canopies, e.g. by altering soil nutrients and
water (Veetas et al., 1992) and influencing plant community diversity (Peterson and Reich
2008), the amount of woody vegetation at a locality is an important and useful first-order
descriptor of many ecosystem properties. The PFB, then, can be considered not only a
transition in vegetation physiognomy, but also a transition of critical ecosystem processes, and
can be quantified using descriptors related to the occurrence of woody vegetation present on a
site.
We summarized the presettlment occurrence of woody and prairie vegetation using records of
the presettlement land survey (PLS) undertaken by the General Land Office (GLO) in
Minnesota between 1847 and 1908 (Almendinger 1996). While potential biases and data
quality issues arise when using PLS data, several authors have provided examples and guidance
for proper use that enable robust ecological interpretation (Grimm 1984, Bourdo 1956, Schulte
and Mladenoff 2001, Friedman and Reich 2005). The PLS was a highly systematic survey
designed as part of the township-range grid system. The state was divided into square
townships 9.7 km on a side and further subdivided into 36 square sections 1.6 km on a side.
Surveys were undertaken at the intersection of all section lines (section corners) and the
midpoint between section corners (quarter corners, 0.8 km apart). Surveyors were not
ecologists, but they recorded the nearest tree or up to four trees (i.e. bearing trees) at survey
corners in addition to the type of vegetation (n=25 vegetation classes, Table 6 in Almendinger
1996) present at the corner. Geographic coordinates for survey corners were available from the
Minnesota DNR (Almendinger 1996) and subject to post-processing, resulting in 248,226
corners.
We constructed our response variable by combining information from the records of vegetation
type with the bearing tree records as follows: a value of zero was assigned to corners recorded
5

as prairie or wet prairie (33% of all corners); a value of 1 was assigned to corners recorded as
any wooded type (40%), including oak barrens, forest, timber, grove, pine openings, pine
barrens, scattered pine, pine grove, scattering oak, scattering timber, oak openings, thicket,
brush, underbrush, windthrow, windfall, or only tree around. Corners recorded as swamp (12%)
were assigned a 1 if they were forested (e.g. black ash or tamarack bearing trees present), but
excluded if a bearing tree was absent because they could not reliably be concluded wet prairie.
Other classes not reliably related to forest or prairie vegetation (15%) were excluded from
consideration, including creek, plowed field, dry ridge, bottom, marsh, dry land, river, burned
area, valley, ravine, and island.

Predictor variables
Grassland-forest transitions are thought to be especially sensitive to climatic water availability
across a range of spatial scales (Holdridge 1947, Hogg 1994). While there are multiple climatic
variables related to moisture availability, we calculated one variable that integrated
environmental moisture inputs and evaporative loss: precipitation minus potential
evapotranspiration (P-PET) (Table 1.1). Input values of potential evapotranspiration and
precipitation were obtained from McKenney et al. (2006), who used a thin-plate spline
technique to model climatic parameters for North America at 1 km spatial resolution. Values
represent the sum of the monthly precipitation averages (in mm) minus the sum of the monthly
potential evapotranspiration averages for 1961-1990. Our climate variable was not available for
a time period contemporary with the PLS, which could result in biases if P-PET has changed
non-constantly through space since presettlement. However, Danz et al. (Chapter 2) found that
predicted changes in this variable over a 60-y time period (1901-1930 to 1961-1990) were linear
and spatially isotropic throughout the boundary region, thereby alleviating concerns of potential
bias introduced by the time discrepancy among climate and vegetation data.
Topographic features such as aspect, elevation, and roughness are surrogates for several
proximate influences on vegetation including soil moisture, solar insolation, and fire
(Stambaugh and Guyette 2008). Topographic firebreaks are thought to be especially important
contributors to the structure of the prairie-forest transition in southern Minnesota (Grimm
1984). We computed two variables related to topography 1) topographic roughness and 2)
distance to nearest perennial water. Both variables were derived from operations in a
geographic information system (GIS) applied to a 30-m digital elevation model (DEM) for
6

Minnesota from the MN Department of Natural Resources (MN DNR). Topographic roughness
was calculated as the standard deviation of elevation within a 2 km square window using the
block statistics tool in ArcGIS 9.2 (Environmental Systems Research Institute, 2006). Distance
from nearest perennial water body was calculated by merging three hydrological layers from the
MN DNR 1) 1:24000 scale perennial streams, 2) major river centerline traces, and 3) 1:100,000
scale ponds, lakes, and rivers. The merged layer was converted to a statewide 30-m grid of
water bodies and then processed with the proximity tool in ArcGIS to compute the distance (m)
of each grid-cell to the nearest body of water.
Soil edaphic factors are known to influence vegetation composition in the prairie-forest border
(Grimm 1984, Wheeler et al. 1992). We used two soils variables related to texture and water
availability: percent sand in the surface layer and soil drainage class. Both variables were
obtained from the SSURGO database, which contains the most finely resolved, extensive soil
data available in digital format for this region (US Department of Agriculture, 2008). SSURGO
data are mapped as polygons at the county level for most counties in MN. Median polygon size
is 22.5 ha, and the 75th percentile is 44 ha. We used the Soil Data Viewer (US Department of
Agriculture 2007) to obtain soil polygons for all mapped Minnesota counties (see Figure 1.2)
and converted each polygon layer into a 30-m grid. Grids were stitched together into a
statewide coverage for each variable using the mosaic tool in ArcGIS. Sand as a soil separate
consists of mineral soil particles that are 0.05-2 mm in diameter. The surface layer generally
extends to 25 cm (Soil Survey Division Staff 1993), although deeper layers have percent sand
values very highly correlated with the surface layer (i.e. >0.95; unpublished data). Soil drainage
class is an ordinal variable 1-7 that refers to the frequency and duration of wet periods under
conditions similar to those under which the soil developed (Soil Survey Division Staff 1993).
Human alteration of the water regime, either through drainage or irrigation, is not a
consideration unless the alterations had significantly changed the morphology of the soil. We
treated soil drainage as a continuous variable in our analyses (Calef et al. 2005).
Using GIS, each survey corner location was intersected with the five predictor variables
described above to develop digital representations of presettlement environmental conditions at
corners. To facilitate a multi-scale analysis, we created four nested spatial grids with square
cells 10, 20, 40, and 80 km on a side. The range of grid cell sizes allowed us to evaluate
vegetation relationships both across and within the prairie-forest transition region; the 80-km
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grid cells were large enough to span the PFB in many locations, while the 10-km cells fit
entirely inside the transition zone itself in many cases. We intersected each grid with the
response variable (wooded versus prairie) and predictors. Grid cells were retained for
subsequent analysis if they contained at least 50 survey corners, with at least 10 prairie and 10
wooded (at the 10- and 20-km grid size) or at least 20 prairie and 20 wooded (at the 40- and 80km grid size). There were 403 retained grid cells at 10 km resolution, 206 at 20 km, 72 at 40
km, and 22 at 80 km, for a grand total of 703 retained grid cells across the four grids.

Analysis
We computed experimental semi-variograms (Fortin and Dale 2005) of response and predictor
variables using SAS 9.1 (SAS Institute 2002) to evaluate the nature of spatial dependence both
across and along the prairie-forest border. Semi-variograms describe spatial variability in data
as a function of the distance between sites (Meisel and Turner 1998) and can be used to identify
the dominant scales of environment-biota relationships (Mayor et al. 2007). For the across-theborder analysis, we computed individual semivariograms for several 80-km grid cells occurring
discretely in forest, transitional, or prairie ecosystems and then averaged the variograms for
each ecosystem type. The objective of the across-the-border analysis was to compare the spatial
structure of the environment in adjacent biomes and the transition zone between them. Input
data were values of response and predictor variables present at survey corners; for predictor
variables, all survey corners were used regardless of the vegetation recorded by the PLS
surveyor, totaling approximately 7500 corners per grid cell.
For the along-the-border analysis, our objective was to compare the spatial structure of the
environment among prairie vs. wooded survey corners within the transition zone itself and to
evaluate how this spatial structure varied in three regions along the border. We computed
semivariograms for the northwest, central, and southeast regions of the state using 160-km
square grid cells (i.e. groups of four 80-km cells) that straddled the border. These three regions
were analyzed separately due to apparent differences in vegetation/environment relationships
uncovered during exploratory analysis. We standardized predictor values prior to analysis and
computed semivariograms separately for prairie and wooded corners in the transition zone.
We developed a statewide global logistic regression model using the wooded vegetation
binomial as the response and the five environmental predictors described above. Further, we
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used hierarchical partitioning (HP) of the log-likelihood to evaluate the independent
contribution to explained variance of each predictor (Chevan and Sutherland 1991). In HP the
goal is to compare the influence of each predictor variable on a response over a hierarchy of all
possible 2N models for N predictors instead of identifying a single best model (MacNally 2000,
2002). The importance of each predictor is estimated by averaging the increase in model fit
over all models in which a predictor occurs; this is reported as the independent contribution to
explained variance (I) for each predictor variable. Conceptually, HP can be used in a variety of
multiple regression settings (e.g., normal linear regression, logistic, Poisson) with any goodness
of fit measure (e.g., R2, log-likelihood). Because we used five main effects, the HP utilized
25=32 models. To keep track of the proliferation of models, each HP output includes only one
summary measure (mean I) for each predictor. Hence, each set of 32 component models is
referred to as one HP analysis and we did not evaluate the component hierarchical models
themselves. We used area under the receiving operator characteristic curve (AUC) and
maximum rescaled R2 to evaluate model fit in the fully-parameterized (5-predictor) models
(Fielding and Bell 1997). AUC can range from 0.5, when no model discrimination exists, to 1.0
for perfect discrimination; values above 0.90 are considered indicative of high model accuracy
(Swets 1988).
In the same manner as for the statewide global model, we calculated local logistic regression
models followed by HP for grid cells individually at each spatial extent. For example, at the 10km grid cell size, we ran one HP analysis for each of 403 cells and reported one summary of the
HP model for each grid cell, for a total of 403 HP summaries. The spatial heterogeneity of
relationships between vegetation and environmental predictors was evaluated using maps and
summary statistics of the parameter estimates (slopes) and independent proportion of variance
explained (I) for each predictor.

Results
In general, for both the across-the-border and along-the-border semivariogram analyses, the two
soils variables had the greatest spatial dependence at shortest lag distances (Figure 1.3, 1.4).
Nugget values (y-intercept) for percent sand and soil drainage were substantially greater than
zero, indicating a high degree of variability in soil features in adjacent PLS corners (Figure 1.3).
Range values (lag distance at which semivariance reaches a plateau, or sill) were generally less
than 5 km for the soils variables. Distance to water and topographic roughness had lower
9

nugget values and larger range values (~ 8km) compared with soils, indicating a greater degree
of similarity of topographical values for adjacent points and longer distance of spatial
correlation. The lone climate variable, P-PET, had low variability among adjacent sites and
displayed increasing semi-variance and no sill with increasing distance.
In the across-the-border analysis, semivariograms for individual 80-km grid cells in prairie,
forest, and transitional areas displayed clear differences in spatial variability for all of the
variables. The woody vegetation response variable was essentially homogeneous in both
prairie-and forest-dominated grid cells, and displayed increasing semivariance (i.e. decreased
autocorrelation) with increasing distance in the transition zone (Figure 1.3). Grid cells
dominated by woody vegetation had soils variables and topographic roughness that were more
spatially variable at all lag distances compared with prairie areas, while transitional regions
were intermediate for soils and about equivalent for topographic roughness. Transitional areas
displayed the greatest amount of spatial variability in P-PET, while prairie regions had
intermediate variability of this variable. Prairie regions had the most spatial variability in
distance to water, presumably because forest and transitional areas were more uniformly near
water.
In the along-the-border analysis, semivariograms for 160-km square grid cells that straddled the
border showed clear differences between wooded and prairie survey corners within the
transition zone itself. Corners with woody vegetation had more spatially variable topographic
roughness than prairie corners in the transition zone for all three regions of the state (northwest,
west-central, southeast) (Figure 1.4). Additionally, wooded corners had greater spatial
variability in soil sand and soil drainage in northwest Minnesota, where topography is relatively
flat. Variability in soil sand was also greater among wooded corners in west-central Minnesota.
Prairie corners did not show greater variability with increasing distance for either soil variable
in any of the three regions. However, prairie corners displayed greater variability in distance to
water in northwest and southeast Minnesota. P- PET displayed similar patterns of variability
for wooded and prairie corners in all three regions.
The statewide global logistic regression model for all included data points was highly
statistically significant (p < 0.0001), with all five predictors contributing significantly the
probability of a PLS survey corner being wooded (Table 1.2). With a max-rescaled R2 of 0.56
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and an AUC of 0.90, this model was considered to have good fit. Increasing values of P-PET,
topographic roughness, soil percent sand, and soil drainage all resulted in increased probability
of a wooded PLS corner, while increasing distance from water decreased the probability of a
wooded corner. P-PET explained 75% of the independent explained variance in the global
model (Table 1.2), with the other variables all explaining <10%.
Across all grid cells at all spatial extents, 89% of the 703 full models were significant and they
had mean AUC of 0.85 (Table 1.3). As judged by hierarchical partitioning, the two soils
variables were generally the least explanatory at all spatial extents, with median explained
variance <10% (Figure 1.5). At the 10 km extent these variables explained the greatest amount
of variance in 74 (33 soil drainage, 41 soil percent sand) of 403 models (18%) and accounted
for >50% of the variance in 30/403 (15 for each variable). The two topographical variables,
distance to water and topographic roughness, had the greatest explanatory power at the 10 km
extent, each independently accounting for over 20% of the explained variance, on average.
These variables also had fairly constant proportions of explained variance at all spatial extents.
Topographic roughness was the predictor with the highest explanatory power in 105/403 (26%)
models at the 10 km extent and 6/22 (27%) 80-km models. Similarly, distance to water was the
best predictor in 103/403 (25%) 10-km models and 4/22 (18%) of 80-km models. On average,
P-PET accounted for 19% (median) of the explained variance at the 10 km extent and nearly
40% of the explained variance at the 80 km extent. This variable accounted for >50% of the
explained variance in 17%, 23%, 21%, and 36% of the models at the 10-, 20-, 40-, and 80-km
extents, respectively. Predictor importance (as measured by average I values) generally
followed a smooth rather than peaked pattern across the four spatial extents for all five variables
(Figure 1.5), suggesting a continuum rather than discrete model of environmental controls of
vegetation across scales.
Parameter estimates for the individual predictors from logistic regressions at the four spatial
extents showed considerable variability in magnitude and spatial pattern (Figures 1.6-1.10). All
predictors had both negative and positive parameter estimates at the 10 km extent and displayed
decreasing parameter variability with increasing spatial extent. Mean parameter estimates at the
80 km extent most closely approximated those for the global model. The two soils variables
had the greatest parameter variability across all extents. On average, soil percent sand was
positively related to the probability of a wooded PLS survey corner, especially at 10- and 20-km
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extents in southeast MN, where soil percent sand is typically low and in northwest MN, where it
is typically high (Figure 1.2). However, soil percent sand tended to have a negative relationship
with wooded vegetation in the central portion of the prairie-forest border and near the Anoka
Sand Plain, a region of glacial outwash containing high amounts of sand in east-central
Minnesota. Thus, in east-central and southeast Minnesota, prairie was more prevalent on the
sandiest soils in sandy regions, while woody vegetation was more abundant on sandier soils in
relatively finer-textured soil regions. The clearest spatial pattern of response to soil drainage
was a generally positive relationship, i.e. forest on less well-drained (wetter) soils, in the central
portion of the state on the eastern edge of the border at all spatial extents. Conversely, woody
vegetation preferentially occurred on well-drained soils (steep slopes) in southeast Minnesota,
where topography is highly dissected. Distance to water and topographic roughness displayed
less variable parameter estimates than soils variables both across spatial extents and spatially
across the state. Topographic roughness increased the probability of woody vegetation all along
the transition, especially in the northwestern and southeastern portions of the state. Distance to
water was more strongly related to woody vegetation along the western compared to the eastern
edge of the boundary. P-PET had parameter estimates with intermediate variability compared
with soils and topographic variables at all spatial extents. At the 80-km extent, this variable was
positively related to the probability of woody vegetation at all grid cells except for one grid cell
in southeast MN, where there was a strong pattern of woody vegetation to the west (the Big
Woods region, Grimm 1984) and prairie to the east, the opposite of the pattern found elsewhere.
Interpretations of spatial patterns of independent amounts of variance (I) attributed to individual
predictors were similar to those from parameter estimates. Compared with other predictors, PPET was most responsible for variance explained along the entire length of the boundary
(Figure 1.11), although it explained an increasing fraction moving further north. Further west
toward the state boundary, where trees were more widely scattered, distance to water was the
most explanatory predictor, especially along major riverways. Topographic roughness was
especially important as a predictor in southeast MN, where landforms are driven by highly
dissected river-valley systems in the unglaciated region. Notably, the only soil variable that
explained the greatest amount of variation in woody vegetation occurrence at the 80-km extent
was soil percent sand, in the Anoka sand plain (see above).

Discussion
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Meisel and Turner (1998) posited that coincidence in patterns of variation between
environmental controls and vegetation could be used to identify potential direct linkages.
Because ecological boundaries are regions of spatial trend in an ecosystem property, for an
environmental variable to be responsible for a boundary, it must display similar spatial
patterning. Our results demonstrate a truism regarding boundary analysis that deserves
repeating: the spatial structure of an environmental control determines the scale at which the
control can explain the distribution of vegetation across a boundary. If a putative
environmental control is homogeneous at a particular scale, it cannot be used to explain the
position of a boundary at that scale (Urban et al. 2000). Conversely, variables that display
spatial trend at a particular scale can (but do not necessarily) explain a boundary within that
scale.

Climate as the ultimate boundary control
In our study, an index of climatic moisture availability (P-PET) displayed a clear pattern of
increasing variance with increasing distance across three 160x160-km regions straddling the
PFB, the same pattern seen in semivariograms for woody and prairie vegetation. In
combination with the hierarchical partitioning analysis that showed P-PET was the greatest
contributor to explained variance in the global model (i.e. I = 75%), we conclude that this
variable was unambiguously the greatest control on the PFB among the variables we tested.
Additionally, P-PET was the most important predictor along the entire length of the border
where the vegetation transition was sharpest. The observed importance of P-PET in controlling
the location of the PFB is perhaps not surprising given the long history of considering climate
the primary control on biome boundary location (Holdridge 1947) and recent work to suggest
this control is likely mediated by water balance in grassland-forest boundaries (Stephenson
1990, Hogg 1994, Sankaran et al. 2005).
It has been recently debated whether fire rather than climate is the ultimate factor in
determining boundary location between grassland and forest biomes throughout the world
(Bond et al. 2005, Sankaran et al. 2005). In our study, we were unable to directly evaluate the
influence of fire due to the lack of available historical fire data. Climate directly influences fire
frequency through aridity and the frequency of lightning-producing thunderstorms during the
fire season (Oct-May) (Changnon et al. 2002). Results from several paleoecological studies
from Minnesota have highlighted strong regional differences and feedbacks between climate,
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vegetation, and fire in the Holocene (~9000 y bp-present) that make the fire vs. climate question
difficult to answer. Some studies have concluded that climate-driven changes in fire regimes
are likely responsible for the establishment and maintenance of grassland-forest boundaries
(Grimm 1983, Nelson et al. 2006). On the other hand, there is growing evidence that changes in
fire regimes can also occur due to climatically induced vegetation shifts (Clark et al. 2001,
Camill et al. 2003, Nelson and Hu 2008). In these latter studies, fire frequency and severity
were positively related to wetter climatic conditions that caused higher fuel availability. While
these studies suggest that climate is a more direct control on vegetation than fire, regional
differences and interdependencies in these relationships make unclear the degree to which PPET acted as a surrogate for fire as the ultimate boundary control in our study.

Proximate controls within the boundary
In broad transitions such as the PFB, the boundary is best thought of as 2- or 3-dimensional
feature (Strayer et al. 2003), where finer boundaries, e.g. between patches of prairie and forest,
can occur within the transition. Gosz (1993) identified this pattern as a hierarchy of ecotones
within a biome transition region. Within a boundary, there may be several important
environmental controls on vegetation that are not spatially aligned across the overall boundary
itself, but nevertheless influence vegetation in non-boundary ways. In our study, all of the
environmental predictors displayed significant influences on vegetation at finer spatial scales (<
80 km) within the boundary.
P-PET contributed to 20% of the explained variance, on average, across the models at the 10km extent and increased in explanatory power with increasing spatial scale to about 40% at the
80-km scale and eventually to 75% in the global model. While climate is often considered
fairly homogeneous over fine spatial extents, there is also scientific consensus about the
occurrence and importance of microclimatic variability effects on vegetation at fine spatial
scales due to both topographical features (Xu et al. 2004) and interactions with vegetation itself
(Vetaas 1992, Henneberg et al. 2008). We were not able to investigate climate relationships
below 1-km spatial resolution (i.e. at a microsite scale) due to the nature of our climate data;
however, there is apparently real climatic variation in our data that can be used at even the 10km scale to explain vegetation pattern. Using a similar dataset from Canada, McKenney et al.
(1996), found spatial variation related to real, on-the-ground observed climatic differences over
a 13-km scale. For example, winter precipitation values varied by -7 to +10% across a series of
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13-km distances in Ontario, which borders Minnesota to the north. In our 10-km grid cells, the
diagonal element would be 14 km, creating a theoretical maximum climate gradient of 14
unique values, which is sufficiently long for statistical analysis and prediction. Moreover,
Minnesota has a sharper climate transition for a flat interior continental location than would
commonly be expected (Changnon et al. 2002), therefore adding to the likelihood of climate
having an influence at relatively finer spatial scales.
An alternative explanation for the observed importance of P-PET at 10 km spatial resolution is
that the 10-km models were poor overall and this variable was simply the best among a bunch
of poor predictors. This does not seem to be the case. Fully parameterized (5-variable) models
that had P-PET as the most important predictor at 10 km also had the highest maximum rescaled
R2 values (mean 0.43) compared to fully parameterized models with other predictors being most
important. Models with soil drainage contributing the most to explained variance had average
maximum rescaled R2 of 0.31, the worst among the five predictors.
Topographical variables displayed variation at finer spatial resolution than climate and were
more strongly related to vegetation pattern within rather than across the PFB boundary. In our
study, topographical roughness and distance to water displayed minimal spatial autocorrelation
above approximately 10-20 km depending on location along the border, thus these variables
were unable to explain vegetation boundaries above this scale. Conversely, these variables
were the best predictors of woody vegetation within the 10-km scale, on average about 20%
each, with their contribution to explained variance remaining relatively constant across scales.
While topography indirectly influences vegetation in the PFB by mediating soil moisture and
solar insolation (McAndrews 1966), several results from our study point to the predominant
topographical influences on the boundary being related to its control on the spatial pattern of
fire. First, within the transition region itself, prairie corners were less topographically variable
(i.e. flatter) than wooded corners (Figure 1.4), a pattern that was exacerbated for the biomes
separately (Figure 1.3). On sites with high topographic variability, slower winds and more
highly variable fuel continuity and moisture can mitigate fire spread and behavior, while flatter
regions have lower frictional drag of wind, promoting rapid fire spread and more homogeneous
coverage (Stambaugh and Guyette 2008). Not only were prairie regions flatter, but they were
also less punctuated by firebreaks in the form of perennial water bodies, a pattern evidenced by
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dramatically greater spatial variability in this variable among prairie corners compared to
wooded and transition corners (Figure 1.3). The transition region has physical topographical
features more similar to forested regions to the east than prairie regions to the west, suggesting
that fires began west of the border and spread eastward. Fewer fires continued to burn as they
spread eastward compared with fires in the prairie biome, resulting in less frequent fire in the
forested region that allowed increased survival of woody vegetation (Peterson and Reich 2001).
Soil texture and drainage are known to influence prairie plant community composition (Corbett
and Anderson 2006) and forest vegetation (Grimm 1984, Almendinger 1992) in this region, yet
they contributed little to the explanation of vegetation both across and within the PFB relative to
climate and topography. The lack of explanatory power of soil properties across the boundary
can be explained by fine scale variability in soils features (Lin et al. 2005) relative to the width
of the transition region. The lack of explanatory power at finer spatial resolution within the
boundary is perhaps related to numerous causes. First, it is likely that the influence of soils on
vegetation was overridden by fire. In south-central Minnesota, Grimm (1984) noted across a
sharp firebreak the presence of prairie and woodland on adjacent sites with essentially identical
physical soil characteristics. In northwest Minnesota, Almendinger (1992) found that prairie
sites on coarsely-textured outwash soils experienced replacement by aspen-oak (PopulusQuercus) and eventually jack pine (Pinus banksiana) due to changes in fire frequency. Second,
the PLS sampling design may have been too coarse to detect all the effects of soils. Spacing
between PLS survey locations (0.3 km) was perhaps large relative to the size of forest patches
and known patterns of soil variability in SSURGO map units (Lin et al. 2005). Finally, there
may have been a variety of woody species replacing each other along gradients of soil texture
and drainage gradients so that there was low variability in our woody vegetation response
variable along portions of these gradients. Overlaying our results with those of Grimm (1984)
from south-central Minnesota indicates that fire-intolerant woody taxa such as elms, basswood,
and sugar maple (Ulmus spp., Tilia americana, and Acer saccharum, respectively) were
replaced by bur oak (Quercus macrocarpa) along the lower-mid portion of the percent sand
gradient, while bur oak was replaced by prairie at the upper end of the percent sand gradient in
the Anoka sand plain.

Spatial heterogeneity in vegetation-environment relationships
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Interactions between environmental controls on vegetation are manifested as changing
relationships along an ecological gradient or through space. The presence of such interactions
in the PFB over gradients of both spatial scale (Wheeler et al. 1992, Grimm 1984) and temporal
scale (Umbahnowar et al. 2006) can complicate conclusions about the relative importance of
controls. In our study, we used a modeling strategy that allowed us to evaluate potential
interactions by a) carrying out models in spatial subregions (i.e. the grid cells) throughout the
global spatial extent, and b) by using hierarchical partitioning, a statistical technique that
alleviates problems of multi-collinearity among predictors and provides evidence in support of
the most important predictor in the presence of other potentially interacting predictors
(MacNally 2000).
Several clear examples of spatial non-stationarity, or interactions, were apparent, for example,
the changing importance of regional topography along the border or the response of vegetation
to soil percent sand as described above. Another example was the increased importance of
distance to water moving west from the border (Figures 1.8, 1.11). With regards to distance to
water serving as protection from fire due to leeward position, the observed occurrence of woody
vegetation was further complicated by relationships with soil drainage and topography. In many
cases, trees occurred in windward locations due to steeper topography (e.g. steep river valleys)
or to poorly-drained soils surrounding a water body. Such interactions between disturbances
such as fire and other environmental controls undoubtedly provided mechanisms for tree-grass
coexistence throughout the boundary (Grimm 1984, Sankaran et al. 2004).

Conclusions
Taken together, the observed effects of scale and spatial heterogeneity in the controls of the
PFB in our study lead to a number of implications for ecological boundaries. First, proximate
causal variables such as topography and soils are likely to display more spatially heterogeneous
relationships than ultimate variables such as climate (Mills et al. 2006). Moreover, these
variables are likely to have greater effects at finer spatial scales within the transition, possibly
even across finer-scale boundaries (e.g. patch or plant level) within the broader biome transition
(Gosz 1993). Second, the effects of scale across biome boundaries may be more likely to
follow a continuum model rather than a set of discretely dominant scale domains across a
hierarchy (Wiens 1989, Kotliar and Wiens 1990, Gosz 1993, Gillson 2004). Our results
provided evidence of a continuous pattern of variable influence across scales, supporting the
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view of McNaughton (1983) and Meisel and Turner (1998), who posited that vegetation is
determined by a continuum of proximate and ultimate factors acting concurrently. Finally, an
implication of spatial non-stationarity in environment-vegetation relationships across a
boundary is that a global model may not be sufficient to explain or predict vegetation structure
throughout the transition. Boundary regions are thought to be especially sensitive to changing
climatic conditions (Allen and Breshears 1998), thus they are often the focus of global change
modeling (Nielsen 1993) and monitoring. Our study demonstrates the need to account for
spatial non-stationarity and factors across a range of scales in order to predict and understand
vegetation distribution in a biome transition.
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Table 1.1. Variables used in this study.
Type

Name

Response

Vegetation

Mean

Range

0.61

0-1

Description
Presence (1) or absence (0) of woody
vegetation at PLS survey corner

Predictor

Precipitation

116

-159 - 494

minus PET

Mean annual precipitation minus mean
annual potential evapotranspiration
(mm y-1) 1961-1990

Topographic

17.4

0 - 222

roughness

Topographic roughness index -standard deviation of 30-m elevation in
2 km square cell

Distance to

1402

0 – 14,391

water

Distance to nearest perennial
waterbody (m)

Soil % sand

38

2 – 97

Percent sand in soil surface layer

Soil drainage

4.7

1–7

Soil drainage class (ordinal 1-7)
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Table 1.2. Results from statewide global logistic regression and hierarchical partitioning.
Sample size was 80551 for prairie and 83868 for wooded survey corners. Overall model p <
0.0001, AUC = 0.90, maximum re-scaled R2 = 0.59.

Parameter
Predictor
Estimate
Precipitation minus PET
0.02
Topographic roughness
0.01
Distance to water
-0.0003
Soil % sand
0.03
Soil drainage
0.3
*percent of independent explained variance

p-value
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001

Percent I*
75
4.8
9.4
9.1
1.8
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Table 1.3. Summary statistics for fully parameterized models (5 predictors) at each spatial
extent.

n
n grid
significant*
Extent
cells
models
10 km
403
339
20 km
206
193
40 km
72
72
80 km
22
22
* Likelihood Ratio p-value <0.05
**Significant models only

AUC full
model**
mean
0.85
0.85
0.84
0.84

std dev
0.10
0.08
0.08
0.07

Max re-scaled R2
full model**
mean
0.45
0.39
0.36
0.34

std dev
0.19
0.19
0.17
0.11
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Figure 1.1. Presettlement prairie and wooded survey corners in Minnesota. The line separating
prairie and forest regions is a from an ecological classification system created by the Minnesota
DNR. Unshaded areas were classified neither as woody nor prairie vegetation.
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Figure 1.2. Environmental predictor variables used in this study. For the two soils variables,
unshaded areas indicated unclassified (nc) and unavailable data.
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Figure 1.3. Across-the-border semivariograms for response and predictor variables in wooded,
prairie, or transitional regions. Each panel displays an average of several variograms for
individual 80-km grid cells (inset) using unstandardized.
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Figure 1.4. Along-the-border semivariograms for PLS corners with prairie and woody
vegetation from 3 regions in Minnesota. Each region consists of a 160-km square grid cell that
straddles the prairie-forest border. Minimum distance between adjacent corners was 0.3 km.
Values within each 160-km cell were standardized prior to semivariogram analysis to facilitate
comparison among variables and regions.
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Figure 1.5. Boxplots of proportion of independent explained variance across all grid cells at

each spatial extent, including values for the global model.
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Figure 1.6. Logistic regression parameter estimates (slope coefficients) at four spatial extents
for P-PET.
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Figure 1.7. Logistic regression parameter estimates (slope coefficients) at four spatial extents
for topographic roughness.
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Figure 1.8. Logistic regression parameter estimates (slope coefficients) at four spatial extents
for distance to water.
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Figure 1.9. Logistic regression parameter estimates (slope coefficients) at four spatial extents
for soil percent sand.
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Figure 1.10. Logistic regression parameter estimates (slope coefficients) at four spatial extents
for soil drainage.
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Figure 1.11. Predictor with maximum proportion of independent variance explained.
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Chapter 2

Abrupt prairie-forest transition across a smooth climate gradient in presettlement
Minnesota, USA
with Lee E. Frelich, Peter B. Reich, and Gerald J. Niemi

Abstract
Aim Two alternative mechanisms of abrupt vegetation change across ecological boundaries
have been proposed: 1) concomitantly abrupt gradients in physical environmental variables and
vegetation across the boundary and 2) gradual environmental gradients that vegetation responds
to in a non-linear or threshold manner. Here, we evaluate spatial patterns of climate and
vegetation across a grassland-forest biome boundary to judge the evidence in favor of these
alternatives.
Location Minnesota, USA.
Methods Vegetation data represented the presence of woody vs. prairie vegetation from
presettlement Minnesota (1847-1908), while the climatic variable represented an index of longterm average climatic moisture availability (precipitation minus potential evapotranspiration (PPET)). Using three types of regression models (linear, sigmoidal, piecewise), we evaluated
functional forms of vegetation, climate, and vegetation-climate relationships across 22 transects
(170-400 km) oriented perpendicular to the biome boundary. We also evaluated boundary
characteristics in light of dominant topographical controls and position along the boundary.
Results Vegetation followed a sigmoidal pattern of change across the boundary, with mean
boundary width of approximately 100 km. P-PET increased by approximately 100 mm across
the boundary following a comparatively smooth pattern of change for most transects. Some
transects in west-central Minnesota showed moderate spatial thresholds in P-PET associated
with strongly morainal topography. Climate-vegetation relationships were clearly non-linear
across the boundary, indicating these variables did not change in a common spatial pattern.
Regional topographical controls modified relationships between vegetation and climate along
the length of the border.
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Main conclusions Our results document strong relationships between the location of a
grassland-forest biome boundary and a climatic moisture index and provide support to the
mechanism of abrupt vegetation change along a comparatively smooth climate gradient.
Keywords Sigmoid-wave, presettlement vegetation, biome, Minnesota, prairie, boundary,
ecotone, grassland-forest transition
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Introduction
Ecological boundaries are regions of transition between adjacent ecosystems and exist at a
variety of spatial and temporal scales. Also known as edges, borders, interfaces, and ecotones,
ecological boundaries are important landscape elements that control the fluxes of organisms,
materials, and energy between ecosystems (Cadenasso et al. 2003). Because ecological
boundaries are usually small or narrow relative to their adjacent systems, they are sometimes
drawn as lines on a map indicating a lack of dimensionality; however, boundary regions are best
viewed as 2- or 3-dimensional regions with a rich diversity of structural attributes that influence
their function (Strayer et al. 2003).
One of the universal structural features of ecological boundaries is that the boundary region
displays greater internal heterogeneity than the adjacent ecosystems (di Castri et al. 1988,
Wiens et al. 2002). Therefore, the rate of spatial change in ecosystem structure or function is
greater in the boundary region than outside the boundary. Abruptness refers to the rate of
change from one ecosystem to another across the boundary (Bowersox and Brown 2001). If the
rate of change is abrupt across space, the boundary will appear as a step function, while more
gradual changes may approximate a linear model. An important consideration is that boundary
abruptness is relative, i.e. it can only be interpreted in comparison to some other boundary or
environmental gradient. Additionally, the perception of boundary steepness will depend on the
spatial resolution or scale at which the boundary is being measured (Strayer et al. 2003).
While the existence of abrupt boundaries in forest systems is well known from studies at finemoderate spatial resolution (10s to 100s of m), e.g. forest-field edges (Cadenasso et al. 1997),
there is less evidence to suggest forest systems display abrupt transitions at broader scales as
well. Working at the biome scale, Timoney et al. (1993) showed that the transition between
sub-arctic forest and tundra ecosystems followed a sigmoid-wave (S-shaped) functional form,
where percent tree cover changed abruptly in regions of intermediate cover, but changed slowly
in areas of high or low cover. Timoney et al. hypothesized that the sigmoid-wave pattern of
vegetation change was a defining feature of undisturbed biome transition regions in general. In
a test of Timoney et al.’s hypothesis, Cairns and Waldron (2003) found a similar sigmoid-wave
pattern for the boundary between alpine treeline and tundra systems. Globally, alpine treelines
are known to be controlled primarily by temperature (Jobbágy and Jackson 2000, Korner and
Paulsen 2004). A physiognomically similar gradient from grassland to savanna to forest occurs
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worldwide in lower-elevation ecosystems of warmer climates (Breshears 2006). An open
question remains whether grassland-savanna-forest transitions would also follow a sigmoidal
form, given that these transitions are thought to be controlled primarily by moisture gradients
(Sankaran et al. 2005) and that they tend to occur over greater distances than treelines.
The shape and steepness of a vegetation boundary are presumed to be controlled by
environmental gradients, disturbances, or biotic interactions operating across the boundary
(Mills et al. 2006). Physical environmental gradients such as climatic factors are thought to be
more important at broader spatial scales and are our focus here. Two alternative mechanisms of
abrupt boundaries have been proposed: 1) concomitantly abrupt gradients in physical
environmental variables and vegetation across the boundary and 2) gradual environmental
gradients that vegetation responds to in a non-linear or threshold manner (Gosz 1992, Risser
1995, Fagan et al. 2003). In the first case, steep changes in an environmental gradient bring
about equivalently steep changes in vegetation, while in the second case dramatic changes in
vegetation can be caused by small changes in the environment (Vandermeer and Yodzis 1999).
Although understanding relationships between vegetation and environmental controls is a
fundamental goal of ecology and biogeography (Kent et al. 2006), there are few empirical
examples of the spatial structuring of these relationships across boundaries. Boundary features
such as width and abruptness bear directly upon spatial and temporal dynamics between the
adjacent systems. For example, boundaries have often been proposed as regions for focused
ecological monitoring due to their presumed sensitivity to climate (Nielson 1993, Loehle 2000).
In two recent examples, anthropogenic climate change has been implicated in the repositioning
of montane forest boundaries (Allen and Breshears 1998, Beckage et al. 2008). Moreover, in
grassland-forest transitions, studies of vegetation-environment relationships may also provide
insights into mechanisms of grass-tree coexistence, a long-debated issue in savanna research
(Sankaran et al. 2004, Mills et al. 2006).
In a separate study (Chapter 1), we showed that a climatic variable related to water availability
(i.e. precipitation minus potential evapotranspiration (P-PET)) was the predominant control on
the degree of woody vegetation dominance at a spatial resolution above 40 km in the
presettlement prairie-forest boundary (PFB) of Minnesota, USA. Topographic and soils
variables were influential within the boundary, but were less important across the boundary.
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Our objectives here are to evaluate the spatial structure of vegetation-environment relationships
across the PFB in presettlement Minnesota. This area has been suggested to have a sharper
vegetation and climatic transition for a flat interior continental location than would commonly
be expected (Changnon et al. 2002). Moreover, this region has been the focus of many studies
of vegetation dynamics in paleoecological and contemporary times (e.g. McAndrews 1966,
Peterson and Reich 2001) and has high-quality historical vegetation and environmental data,
thereby making it an excellent model system of a grassland-forest transition. We test the
hypothesis that the spatial pattern of change across the PFB is the same for both climate and
vegetation compared to the alternative that vegetation does not follow the climatic pattern
directly, i.e. that vegetation changes abruptly along a smooth change in the environment. We
also evaluate patterns of boundary abruptness along the border and in relation to dominant
topographical regime.

Methods
Study Area
The grassland-forest boundary in Minnesota spans 650 km along a northwest-southeast axis and
separates tallgrass prairie vegetation to the south and west from forest vegetation to the north
and east (Figure 2.1). The forest vegetation in this region is commonly further divided into two
types, mixed boreal forest that reaches its southern limits in central Minnesota and broadleaf
deciduous forest that reaches its western limits. Bailey (1995) referred to these regions as
Laurentian Mixed Forest and Eastern Broadleaf Forest, respectively. Quaking aspen (Populus
tremuloides) and bur oak (Quercus macrocarpa) were the two dominant tree species along the
border (Wheeler et al. 1992), with quaking aspen being more abundant to the northwest and bur
oak to the southeast.
The region has a continental climate with warm summers and cold winters due to the
intersection of arctic, Pacific, and maritime tropical air masses (Borchert 1950). The spatial
zone of interaction among these three climatic air masses roughly coincides with the position of
the PFB. Annual precipitation in the boundary region (100 km buffer on either side of the
boundary) follows a spatial gradient from approximately 500 mm y-1 in the west to 750 mm y-1
in the east, which is large variation in precipitation for such a distance for a flat, mid-continental
region far from mountains (Borchert 1950). A wide variety of landforms exist along the PFB in
Minnesota due to the region’s glacial history, highlighted by three main topographic regimes: 1)
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fairly level terrain and poorly drained soils in the northwestern portion of the state, 2) strongly
morainal topography in the west-central region, and 3) highly dissected topography in the
unglaciated southeastern region (Figure 2.2). Elevation range in the boundary is approximately
200-600 m (mean 400 m).

Data
Our study focuses on relationships among presettlement vegetation, climate, and space. We use
variables prepared by Danz et al. (Chapter 1), who compared the relative importance of abiotic
controls on presettlement vegetation throughout the boundary region and describe the variables
in greater detail. Briefly, presettlement vegetation is represented by the occurrence of woody
and prairie vegetation taken from records of the presettlement land survey (PLS) in Minnesota
between 1847 and 1908 (Almendinger 1996). The PLS was a highly systematic survey
designed as part of the township-range grid system, with survey locations (corners) occurring on
a square grid 0.8 km apart, resulting in approximately 250,000 survey locations in Minnesota.
Land surveyors recorded the nearest tree or up to four trees (i.e. bearing trees) at survey corners
in addition to the type of vegetation present at the corner in 25 vegetation classes. Our binomial
response variable was constructed by assigning a value of 0 to all corners recorded as prairie or
wet prairie (33% of all corners) and a value of 1 to all corners recorded as a wooded type (40%)
or having a bearing tree at a corner not reliably referred to as a woody type (e.g. bottom,
swamp; 12%). Classes not reliably related to wooded or prairie vegetation (15%) were
excluded from consideration. Geographic coordinates for survey corners were available from
the Minnesota DNR (Almendinger 1996) and subject to post-processing in a geographic
information system (GIS) (ESRI Inc. 2006), resulting in 248,226 corners.
Our climatic variable, precipitation minus potential evapotranspiration (P-PET), integrates
environmental moisture inputs and evaporative loss and has been used as an index of climatic
moisture availability (Bonan 1989). The zero isoline of this variable was closely correlated
with the southern limit of the boreal forest in the prairie provinces of western Canada (Hogg
1994), which share a political border with Minnesota to their southeast. Additionally, P-PET
accounted for 75% of the explained variance in statewide occurrence of prairie vs. woody
vegetation in a separate study in Minnesota (Chapter 1). Given commonly high statistical
correlations among climatic factors (Changnon et al. 2002), P-PET may to some degree serve as
a surrogate for other climatic variables and for interactions with non-climatic factors at other
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spatial scales, e.g. fire or biotic interactions. Input values of potential evapotranspiration and
precipitation were obtained from McKenney et al. (2006), who used historical climate station
data in combination with elevation to model climatic parameters for North America at 1 km
spatial resolution. Values represent the sum (in mm) of the monthly precipitation averages
minus the sum of the monthly PET averages for 1961-1990.
Input variables for P-PET were not available for a time period contemporary with the PLS.
This temporal mismatch in our vegetation and climate data could result in biases, especially if
P-PET has changed non-constantly through space (i.e. anisotropically) since presettlement.
Using two additional climate variables (summer mean daily maximum temperature and summer
total precipitation) available for both 1901-1930 and 1961-1990 (McKenney et al. 2006), we
carried out ordinary least-squares (OLS) regression to back-predict P-PET for 1901-1930 in a
200-km buffer around the PFB (Figure 2.1). This time period overlapped with the conclusion of
the PLS survey period in Minnesota. Further regression-based comparisons of back-predicted
P-PET with values of P-PET from 1961-1990 showed an increase in this variable (43 mm, on
average) over the 60-y period concomitant with warmer and wetter conditions (data not shown).
The increase was linear (r2 = 0.71, p < 0.001) and fairly constant over the length of the PFB.
Thus, while P-PET increased over 60 y, the pattern of increase was spatially isotropic,
alleviating concerns over potential bias introduced by the time discrepancy of vegetation and
climate data.

Analysis
Using a GIS, we developed a curvilinear baseline representation of the PFB by smoothing a
prairie ecoregion border available from the Minnesota DNR (Figure 2.1). We used a GIS
routine to draw 22 rectangular 15x400-km transects perpendicular to the smoothed PFB at 30km intervals along the curve (Figure 2.2, top panel). Due to the curved nature of the boundary,
some transects had endpoints that were spatially clustered, for example, transects 7-13 had
eastern endpoints within 50 km of each other (Figure 2.2). Transects were abbreviated to the
east or west by Minnesota state borders, resulting in a range of final transect lengths from 170400 km (mean 228 km). For analytical purposes, we projected PLS survey locations onto the
long axis of each transect (Timoney et al. 1993), effectively transforming the 2-dimensional
transects into 1-dimension. All subsequent statistical analyses were carried out in SAS 9.1
(SAS Institute 2006).
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Spatial change in vegetation across the boundary
For our presettlement vegetation data, we used logistic regression to model our binomial
response vs. distance along transects. Model fit was evaluated with maximum rescaled r2 and
area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) (Fielding and Bell 1997). AUC
can range from 0.5, when no model discrimination exists, to 1.0 for perfect discrimination;
values above 0.90 are considered indicative of high model accuracy (Swets 1988). The slope
parameter was used as a measure of boundary abruptness for each transect (Bowersox and
Brown 2001). We quantified vegetation boundary width as the on-the-ground distance between
the points having predicted probability of woody vegetation from 0.05-0.95, 0.10-0.90, and
0.20-0.80; these three probability ranges represent a reasonable set of boundary width
definitions (Timoney et al. 1993, Cairns and Waldron 2003). We investigated spatial patterns in
the width of the vegetation boundary by plotting abruptness vs. transect position along the
boundary and evaluated transects according to their dominant regional topography (see Study
area).
Spatial change in climate across the boundary
We evaluated the change in P-PET across transects using a comparative modeling approach by
fitting three types of models 1) ordinary least-squares (OLS) regression, 2) sigmoidal
regression, and 3) piecewise linear regression. Piecewise and sigmoidal models were carried
out in SAS PROC NLIN, a non-linear regression procedure. Good fit to an OLS model would
indicate a smooth change across the transition, while good fit to either piecewise or sigmoidal
models may indicate an abrupt, non-linear change. Piecewise regression models, also known as
broken-stick regressions, estimate a separate linear slope for data on either side of a breakpoint
and are increasingly being used in ecological threshold analysis (Yan et al. 2000, Toms and
Lesperance 2003). We specified piecewise models with two linear segments (i.e. one
breakpoint) and calculated the percent difference in the slope coefficients between the two
segments. Sigmoidal models are the classic functional form attributed to vegetation change
across boundaries (Timoney et al. 1993). Our sigmoidal models fit the logistic function with an
added parameter to estimate the inflection point, or the center of the transition (Hufkens et al.
2008):
y = 1/(e-b(x-c) +1),
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where y is the fitted value of the response, b is the slope parameter and a measure of boundary
abruptness, x is distance along the transect, and c is the estimated center of the transition.
Models were compared using pseudo-r2 and Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) (Radford et
al. 2005).
We investigated whether vegetation boundary abruptness was related to climatic boundary
abruptness using correlation analysis. Input variables were slope parameters from logistic
regression models of vegetation and slope parameters from the linear and piecewise climate
models. For piecewise models, we used the slope from steepest linear segment.
Spatial vegetation/climate relationships across the boundary
There are two potential relationships between vegetation and a climatic control across an abrupt
transition 1) vegetation changes abruptly across a boundary in relation to similarly abrupt
changes in climate and 2) vegetation changes abruptly across a boundary in relation to gradual
changes in climate (Gosz 1992). We did not evaluate potential climate relationships with
gradual vegetation boundaries because spatial modeling of vegetation across the boundary ruled
out gradual change (see Results). Relationship (1) would be evidenced by a linear relationship
between values of vegetation and climate, while relationship (2) would be evidenced by a nonlinear relationship between these variables. Hence, we fit OLS and sigmoidal regression
models between predicted values of woody vegetation (from logistic regressions described
above) and climate for each transect and compared models using AIC (SAS Institute 2006).
Sigmoidal models were fit using the logistic function described above. We used the inflection
point and the estimate of P-PET at the levels of 0.05 and 0.95 predicted probability of woody
vegetation to evaluate where on the climate gradient woody vegetation changed the greatest.
Piecewise regressions with one breakpoint as described above were not used for
vegetation/climate relationships because our presettlement vegetation clearly moved across two
breakpoints – from prairie to transition and from transition to woody vegetation moving
eastward across transects.

Results
Logistic regression results showed that woody vegetation was well modeled by a sigmoidal
function in all 22 transects across the PFB, with mean AUC = 0.96 (range = 0.87-1.0) and p <
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0.0001 in all cases (Table 2.1). Low model p-values in these models and those described below
were likely a result of high statistical power due to large sample size (n range 1000-5700, Table
2.1). Based on the distance between points having 5 and 95% predicted probability of woody
vegetation, boundary width ranged from 38-178 km (mean = 99 km) (Figure 2.3). Boundary
widths were narrower under different definitions, i.e. 10-90% and 20-80% predicted probability
of woody vegetation resulted in mean boundary widths of 80 and 60 km, respectively.
All three functional forms used to model the transition of P-PET across the border resulted in
significant models (p < 0.001 for all models) and good model fit (pseudo-r2 > 0.82 for all
models, range 0.82-0.99) (results limited to text). Judged by AIC, piecewise regression models
were chosen as the best model for all transects. However, despite their statistical significance,
approximately 2/3 of the piecewise models showed either minor differences in slopes between
the line segments or a breakpoint position that was apparently unrelated to the boundary (Figure
2.3). Transects 1-6, 14-15, and 21-22 had differences in slopes <35% and the piecewise slopes
were similar to the OLS linear slopes (<15% difference). Transects 16-20 had breakpoints
adjacent to a small, unimodal pattern of P-PET near the beginning of the transect (<100 km)
that we attribute to elevational differences in the Minnesota River valley (Figures 2.2 and 2.3).
Transects 7-13 showed stronger evidence of threshold climatic responses across the boundary,
with slopes on the east being 65-85% shallower than those on the west (Figure 2.3). These
transects likely shared similar slopes for eastern segments of piecewise regressions because
their eastern endpoints were within 50 km of each other (Figure 2.2). The region of Minnesota
covered by transects 7-13 crosses from low topographic relief on the west to strongly morainal
topography proceeding eastward (Figure 2.2, bottom panel). Figure 2.3 shows no evidence of
strongly sigmoidal transitions for P-PET despite these models having high pseudo-r2 ( > 0.95 for
all transects). Taken together, the results of our comparative modeling indicate that transects 713 display evidence of moderate threshold changes in P-PET across the boundary, while
climatic changes along the other transects are comparatively smooth.
Vegetation/climate relationships were clearly non-linear across the PFB (Figure 2.4). For all
transects, sigmoidal models of vegetation/climate relationships displayed better fit (lower AIC)
than linear models (Table 2.2). Sigmoidal models had p < 0.001 and AUC > 0.84 for all
transects, 16 of 22 which had AUC > 0.965 (mean AUC for all transects = 0.96). Despite
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moderate evidence of a spatial climatic threshold in transects 7-13 (see above), vegetation
change in these transects was still strongly sigmoidal on the P-PET gradient; AUC from
sigmoidal models in these transects ranged from 0.96-0.99.
Several structural features of the PFB were influenced by transect location along the boundary.
First, vegetation boundary abruptness was steeper where P-PET was steeper, as judged by
correlation analyses of vegetation boundary abruptness parameters vs. climate abruptness
parameters. Pearson correlation coefficients were 0.48 for the OLS climate parameters and 0.68
for the parameters from the steepest segments in piecewise models (Figure 2.5). Second,
vegetation boundary abruptness was unimodally related to transect location along the boundary,
with low abruptness values in the topographically flat northwestern Minnesota and the highlydissected region in southeast Minnesota (Figure 2.5). Conversely, vegetation boundary
abruptness was greatest in west-central Minnesota, where there is strongly morainal topography
roughly parallel to the PFB (Figure 2.2). Finally, the vegetation inflection point on the P-PET
gradient (center of the boundary; 0.50 probability of woody vegetation) increased
monotonically from about -30 to 200 mm y-1 moving along the border from transect 1 to 22
(Figure 2.5); 19 of 22 transects had inflection points between 0 and 100 mm y-1 (Figures 2.4 and
2.5). The 0.05 predicted probability of woody vegetation (western border) increased similarly
from about -50 to 50 mm y-1.

Discussion
Ecological boundaries are regions of relatively abrupt spatial change between adjacent
ecosystems. While it has been often repeated in the boundary literature that abrupt vegetation
boundaries are due to either steep gradients in the physical environment or to non-linear
changes along a gradual environmental gradient (e.g. Gosz 1990, Risser 1995, Fagan et al.
2003), there are few studies that directly evaluate these alternatives. We tested the hypothesis
that vegetation and climate followed similarly abrupt transitions across the prairie-forest
boundary in presettlement Minnesota. Our results show that woody vegetation changed
abruptly along a comparatively smooth gradient in climatic water availability (P-PET).
The observed pattern of vegetation transition across the PFB supports work from Timoney et al.
(1993) and Cairns and Waldron (2003), who found similarly sigmoidal spatial patterns of
vegetation change across treeline systems in boreal and alpine regions. Timoney et al. (1993)
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hypothesized that sigmoidal vegetation transitions across space were a fundamental property of
undisturbed biome boundary regions. Sigmoidal transitions per se are not necessarily indicative
of an abrupt transition because a well-fit sigmoidal function can have a shallow slope, thereby
approximating a linear model. Thus, the abruptness of a sigmoidal transition can only be
considered relative to a distance criterion across space, or to some other environmental gradient
or transition. Mills et al. (2006) suggested the focus on boundary shape and position should be
considered primarily in light of the controlling environmental variables and not simply distance.
Hence, the PFB can be considered an abrupt boundary relative to its climatic control, even
though the transition is >100 km in some locations. This abrupt change occurs across a larger
spatial scale than traditionally considered in existing grassland-forest boundary studies, which
usually span 10s to 100s of meters (e.g. Cadenasso et al. 1997, Camarero et al. 2000, Dickie et
al. 2005).
Although our study documents non-linear vegetation-climate relationships across a biome
boundary, there is a lack of consensus regarding the nature such relationships in other
boundaries. Alpine treelines, which are controlled primarily by temperature, generally
experience smooth rather than abrupt declines in temperature with increasing elevation
(Jobbagy and Jackson 2000, Körner and Paulsen 2004) – a pattern in general agreement with
our findings. Conversely, in the arctic treeline of northern Canada where the Timoney et al.
(1993) study was carried out, annual net radiation, absorbed solar radiation, and duration of
thaw season all displayed a sigmoidal decrease from south to north across the Canadian forest
tundra (Hare and Ritchie 1972). Additionally, working across several sharp biome transitions in
South Africa, Van Rensburg et al. (2004) showed that precipitation and temperature were more
variable in boundary regions than in adjacent biomes, indicating spatial climatic changes in the
boundary were steeper.
Our study is based on a snapshot of regional vegetation conditions from the mid-late 1800s and
on the presumption that long-term mean climatic water availability was the major control of the
location of the PFB at the biome scale. Other grassland-forest boundaries are known to be
correlated with similar climatic variables (Sankaran et al. 2005) and in earlier work on this
system, P-PET accounted for 75% of explained variance in the statewide occurrence of woody
vs. prairie vegetation (Chapter 1). Our results suggest that the 0.50 probability of woody
vegetation (center of boundary) hovered around a long term annual mean P-PET value between
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0-100 mm, with the western boundary (0.05 probability of woody vegetation) approximately 0
mm y-1. Working in western interior Canada, Hogg (1964) found the southern border of boreal
forest to be closely aligned with 0 mm P-PET. Although we did not directly evaluate other
climatic variables or non-climatic factors at large spatial scales (e.g. fire), such factors were
likely correlated with P-PET across the boundary.
Interannual climatic variability likely led to spatially and temporally dynamic patterns of
vegetation at finer spatial scales within the boundary. For example, periodic droughts in this
region have resulted in local mortality of bur oak and Northern pin oak (Q. ellipsoidalis), two
dominant tree species in the PFB (Faber-Langendoen and Tester 1993).
Within the limits imposed by climatic water availability, interactions of other environmental
controls such as topography, soils, and fire undoubtedly operated in conjunction with climate to
determine the ultimate structure of the PFB (Grimm 1984, Peterson and Reich 2001, Chapter 1).
In our study, regional topography was apparently a strong control on boundary width, most
likely as a modifier of the fire regime (Grimm 1984, Wheeler et al. 1992). Fires tended to
spread from west to east with the dominant direction of wind in this region (Anderson 2006).
Extreme northwest Minnesota (transects 1-6) had wider transitions associated with flatter
terrain. Southeastern Minnesota (transects 19-22) also had relatively wide boundaries due to
topography, but in a different manner. In this area, woody vegetation was primarily restricted to
steep slopes in highly dissected terrain due to protection from fire (Anderson 2006). The shift
from relatively flat terrain to morainal topography coincident with the center of the PFB likely
resulted in the observed pattern of more abrupt vegetation and climatic changes in transects 718. In particular, transects 7-13 showed a climatic threshold near the eastern end of the
vegetation boundary as evidenced by moderately shallower slopes from linear piecewise
regression segments (Figure 2.3). The observed change in P-PET across these transects resulted
from spatial patterns of topography, because elevation was used in the calculation of P-PET. In
these transects, the strong morainal control of fire likely steepened the vegetation gradient that
was there for climatic reasons (McAndrews 1966).
Feedbacks (i.e. neighborhood effects) would have a strong impact as well, likely sharpening
grassland-forest boundaries at finer spatial scales within the transition. Compared to forests,
grasslands promote fire, lead to low soil N availability due both to frequent fire and litter quality
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and quantity attributes, and are less shady (Reich et al. 2001, Dijkstra et al. 2005). All of these
promote grass species ecological success and thus would tend to make a grassland-dominated
edge of the boundary region more likely to remain grassland. In parallel, infrequent fire,
moderate shade, and high N supply are likely to make trees more competitive than grasses, and
thus a forest-dominated edge would likewise remain wooded. Other feedbacks would further
strengthen and sharpen the abruptness of the boundary. For example, regeneration of oaks is
strongly enhanced by mycorrhizal infection, which is less likely to occur at distances greater
than 12 meters from a forest edge or patch (Dickie et al. 2005), thereby further sharpening the
forest-grassland patch boundary. At broader spatial scales, deciduous forest vegetation itself
may feedback on climate; for example, extensive aspen forest cover may result in increased
regional summer precipitation and spring/fall temperatures (Hogg and Price 2000).
Moving northwest along the PFB in Minnesota, the inflection point (center of boundary)
decreased by about 100 mm P-PET y-1, which might suggest compositional change toward
increased drought tolerance moving in this direction. The supporting evidence for this pattern is
weak in the PFB. Quaking aspen, a relatively drought intolerant species (Burns and Honkala
1990) was a dominant species in the northwest where P-PET values were lowest, while bur oak
is more drought tolerant than aspen and was increasingly dominant in the southeast PFB where
P-PET was greater (Wheeler et al. 1992). However, quaking aspen was often limited to wet
depressions in northwest Minnesota (Buell and Buell 1959) and bur oak was abundant on welldrained south-facing slopes in southeast Minnesota (Grimm 1984). In general, non-boreal
broadleaf species of the PFB likely had had northern distributional limits imposed by winter
minimum temperatures (Arris and Eagleson 1989) rather than climatic aridity, although
physiological constraints of drought and cold can be interdependent (Kozlowski and Pallardy
2002). Southern limits of boreal trees have been attributed to these species being outcompeted
by southern species with faster height growth rates (Loehle 1998).

Conclusions
Understanding the nature of vegetation-environment relationships is a primary goal of ecology
and biogeography, yet there are few empirical examples describing spatial patterns of such
relationships across boundaries (Kent et al. 2006). Our results show a non-linear, sigmoidal
relationship between vegetation and climatic moisture availability across a grassland-forest
biome boundary from presettlement Minnesota, USA. This abrupt vegetation boundary
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traverses a greater distance than traditionally considered in ecological boundary studies.
Further, boundary features changed along the 650-km length of the PFB due to dominant
topographical controls and presumed interactions with fire, creating conditions for tree-grass
coexistence within the boundary (Sankaran et al. 2004, Peterson and Reich 2001). There was
also evidence to suggest that the boundary was narrower where P-PET had a steeper spatial rate
of change (Figure 2.5).
Studies of presettlement conditions serve as an important source of baseline data for comparison
with current and future conditions. Because of their sensitivity to climatic conditions, biome
boundaries have often been promoted as areas for focused ecological monitoring in the face of
global change (Loehle 2000), with two recent notable examples of montane treelines
experiencing dramatic positional shifts with concomitant climate change (Allen and Breshears
1998, Beckage et al. 2008). The transition between prairie and forest vegetation occurred at a
rate of approximately 1% probability in woody vegetation per 1 km and per 1 mm P-PET.
Across the PFB, the range in P-PET of approximately 100 mm is about 40% of the long-term
mean annual range of this variable in the PFB (Figure 2.2). Hence, moderately small changes to
P-PET may have potential to cause substantial shifts in the location of the PFB. The ultimate
utility of the PFB region as a location for environmental monitoring is tempered by the fact that
currently <5% of original prairie remains due to land use conversion and that the natural fire
regime has been almost completely suppressed (Tester 1995). Relationships between woody
vegetation and climatic moisture availability uncovered in this study may nevertheless provide a
baseline physiological constraint on the westward position of woody vegetation and insight into
the universality of mechanisms leading to ecological boundary structure.
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Table 2.1. Logistic regression models for woody vegetation vs. distance across twenty-two
15x400-km transects spanning the PFB. Abruptness parameter (b1) is presented in logittransformed scale. Transects are numbered in order moving SE along the PFB (see Figure 2.2).
Boundary width values are on-the-ground distances between sites having predicted probability
of woody vegetation between two endpoints, e.g. 5% and 95%; empty cells indicate woody
vegetation didn’t reach one or both of the predicted endpoints.

Number of Corners
Boundary Width (km)
Transec
r2*
AUC**
5-95% 10-90%
20-80%
t
Wooded Prairie
b1
1
596
554
0.040
0.53
0.87
-108
69
2
1615
768
0.059
0.77
0.97
104
76
47
3
3009
729
0.070
0.77
0.98
86
63
40
4
1977
1408
0.061
0.84
0.98
99
72
45
5
2018
1100
0.036
0.68
0.93
163
124
78
6
2519
725
0.076
0.80
0.98
80
58
37
7
2104
1069
0.067
0.79
0.97
91
66
42
8
2018
1169
0.159
0.93
1.00
38
28
18
9
2289
927
0.067
0.80
0.97
91
66
42
10
2045
824
0.070
0.78
0.97
86
63
40
11
1987
1080
0.069
0.82
0.98
88
64
40
12
1952
1620
0.073
0.87
0.98
83
61
38
13
2240
1362
0.104
0.91
0.99
58
42
27
14
2340
2360
0.088
0.91
0.99
69
50
32
15
2187
2983
0.058
0.86
0.98
105
77
48
16
2930
2901
0.053
0.88
0.99
116
84
53
17
2125
2719
0.044
0.82
0.97
138
101
63
18
1838
2878
0.052
0.83
0.98
117
85
54
19
1390
3417
0.033
0.67
0.94
178
135
85
20
1372
3594
0.024
0.55
0.90
-180
117
21
1343
4325
0.018
0.45
0.87
--150
22
1313
4467
0.021
0.50
0.89
--130
*Maximum-rescaled r2
**Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve, rounded to nearest 0.01.
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Table 2.2. Results from OLS and sigmoidal models of vegetation vs. climate across twenty-two
15x400-km transects spanning the PFB. Sample sizes are listed in Table 2.1. Transects are
numbered in order moving SE along the PFB (Figure 2.2). Values of P-PET at predicted
probability levels of woody vegetation indicate the center of the boundary (inflection point) and
estimated western and eastern limits based on 0.05 and 0.95 levels, respectively; empty cells
indicate woody vegetation didn’t reach one or both of the predicted endpoints.
OLS
Models
Sigmoidal Models
Transect AIC*
AIC*
AUC**
1
-10857
-13276
0.889
2
-13404
-27901
0.966
3
-15499
-36132
0.976
4
-16171
-40728
0.976
5
-19139
-29041
0.928
6
-16481
-29408
0.977
7
-18307
-25887
0.965
8
-15325
-25999
0.995
9
-20605
-29246
0.975
10
-17635
-27099
0.968
11
-17647
-29213
0.975
12
-18714
-27486
0.983
13
-16932
-32305
0.993
14
-17683
-34910
0.990
15
-19126
-28126
0.982
16
-23171
-33096
0.988
17
-22218
-33133
0.966
18
-22845
-39789
0.973
19
-23597
-28064
0.939
20
-25144
-29615
0.906
21
-27867
-32141
0.842
22
-25804
-31021
0.870
*Akaike's Information Criterion
**Area under the receiver operating curve
a
Inflection point of vegetation-climate relationship

P-PET at Predicted Probability
of Woody Vegetation
0.5a
0.05
0.95
10
-85
0
-75
75
-33
-100
44
43
-13
99
21
-86
130
19
-49
86
57
-17
131
72
23
125
43
-43
135
35
-45
118
55
-18
131
58
-23
132
61
26
96
90
71
110
96
77
114
92
66
118
81
42
119
69
26
112
76
16
136
105
22
-161
40
-205
106
--
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Figure 2.1. Presettlement prairie (light) and woody (dark) vegetation in Minnesota, USA.
Unshaded areas indicate locations not attributed to prairie or woody vegetation, e.g. water
bodies (see Methods). The smooth curve indicates the reference prairie-forest border for this
study. Inset: Minnesota ecoregions from Bailey (1995). LMF = Laurentian Mixed Forest, EBF
= Eastern Broadleaf Forest, Prairie = Tallgrass Prairie.
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Figure 2.2. Sample transects, P-PET (mm y-1), and topographic roughness (standard deviation
of 30-m elevation in 2-km grid cells) in Minnesota. In the lower panel, the Minnesota River
valley is the dominant darkly-shaded linear element in running in a NW-SE direction in the
southwestern portion of the state.
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Figure 2.3. Predicted probability of woody vegetation and P-PET along twenty-two 15x400-km
transects spanning the presettlement Minnesota prairie-forest boundary. Arrows indicate
estimated breakpoints in piecewise regressions of P-PET vs. distance along transect.
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Figure 2.4. Fitted values from sigmoidal regressions of woody vegetation vs. climate for
twenty-two 15x400 km transects spanning the presettlement prairie-forest boundary. The
horizontal line below the curves indicates inflection point of vegetation on the P-PET gradient
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Figure 2.5. Vegetation boundary abruptness in relation to climate boundary abruptness (top
panel), vegetation boundary abruptness in relation to transect position along the boundary
(middle panel), and inflection point for prairie/woody vegetation vs. climate along the boundary
(bottom panel). In the top panel, symbols for transects 19-22 overlap in the lower left region,
while transects 7, 11-10 overlap in the right-central region. In the bottom two panels, curves are
fit with smoothing splines. In the middle panel, the smoothing spline appears qualitatively the
same both with and without Tranect 8, an apparent outlier. Transects are numbered 1 (NW) to
22 (SE) along the border (see Figure 1).
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Chapter 3

Range shifts ca. 1850-2000 in tree taxa of the prairie-forest boundary, Minnesota, USA
with Lee E. Frelich and Peter B. Reich

Abstract
Pressures on forest systems such as global climate change, logging, land conversion, and
alteration of disturbance regimes are likely to result in substantial redistributions of tree species.
While geographic range shifts are expected to be first noticed near biome edges, there are few
examples of such shifts due to human influence in modern times. We evaluated distributional
and compositional range changes since Euro-American settlement (ca. 1850) of 13 tree taxa
common to the prairie-forest boundary region of Minnesota, USA. This region harbors a high
concentration of species reaching their western or southern range limit. Our comparisons were
made with historical data from the presettlement land survey (1847-1908) and modern data
from the USDA Forest Inventory and Analysis program (1999-2003). Our results show
generally stable western/southern range limits over 150 y for all taxa combined and
individually, suggesting the boundary has remained positionally constant. Despite the apparent
stability of the boundary position, spatial patterns of relative density and geographic range
centers shifted substantially and consistently to the north and east. The greatest shifts occurred
for broadleaf taxa originally most abundant in southern Minnesota such as ash, basswood, elm,
maple, oak (shifts between 52 and 140 km); boreal taxa (balsam fir, paper birch, spruce)
experienced smaller shifts (< 20 km). Compositionally, oak and tamarack experienced sharp
declines in relative occurrence in the boundary region, while a wider variety of species (e.g.
elm, boxelder, basswood, ash, balsam fir, Eastern hophornbeam) had low-to-moderate
increases. Observed compositional changes may be linked to human suppression of fire,
whereas geographic range center shifts are likely due in part to land conversion to agriculture
being concentrated near the prairie-forest boundary. The observed distributional shifts indicated
decreased densities at range edges, which can reduce dispersal ability and genetic exchange,
thereby having important implications for tree species migrations in the face of future
environmental change.
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Introduction
Forest ecosystems worldwide are vital to local economies and provide a host of valuable
ecological services (Collins and Larry 2007). Anthropogenic and natural changes to forests
have an extensive range of ecological consequences, including altered nutrient cycling and
water flows, modification of floral and faunal habitat, altered microclimatic conditions, and
modifications of species biology such as reproduction and dispersal (Grigal and Bates 1997,
Reich et al. 2001, Frelich 2002). Hence, being able to anticipate and predict the redistribution
and composition of species at regional scales given changing human pressures is a fundamental
concern of management and policy for conservation and sustainability.
The current warming trend in global climate (Karl and Trenberth 2003) is likely to result in
dramatic spatial shifts in forest systems (McKenney et al. 2007). There are two lines of
evidence to suggest this may be so. First, observed distributional patterns of vegetation
physiognomy (i.e. biomes) are strongly correlated with climate and are repeated throughout the
world (Holdridge 1947). Second, paleoecological evidence indicates that forest systems have
migrated concomitantly with climatic shifts throughout geological time periods (Delcourt and
Delcourt 1988, Clark et al. 2001, Davis and Shaw 2001, Umbanhowar et al. 2006). Spatial
forest shifts in deciduous regions may further feedback on climate, for example, by causing
reductions in regional summer precipitation (Hogg and Price 2000).
Over the past decade, several studies have provided predictions of tree species range shifts in
North America under models of climate change (Iverson and Prasad 1998, Iverson and Prasad
2002, Morin et al. 2008). Among 130 tree species from North America, ranges are predicted to
shift an average of 700 km northward by 2100 using climate change scenarios from three
internationally-recognized general circulation models (GCMs) assuming plausible changes to
human land use and emissions (McKenney et al. 2007). With observed and predicted rates of
warming being likely much faster than plants have experienced in the past, it is questionable
whether trees will be able to adapt or migrate quickly enough to track climatic conditions
(Davis 1989, Davis and Shaw 2001).
While predictions of future tree distributions serve as a useful reference for management and
policy, few studies have documented geographic range shifts of trees that have already occurred
in modern times. Notable exceptions occur from montane environments, where substantial
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altitudinal shifts in forest vegetation have been linked to anthropogenic climate change (Allen
and Breshears 1998, Beckage 2008). Whether similar shifts may have occurred in regions of
flatter topography is unknown.
The prairie-forest boundary (PFB) of western and southern Minnesota has served as a model
system of a grassland-forest boundary (Reich et al. 2001, Chapters 1-2) and is of particular
ecological interest in regard to potential tree distributional shifts because this region harbors a
high concentration of tree species at their western or southern range limit (Wheeler et al. 1992).
Positional shifts of biome boundaries are thought to be especially likely under scenarios of
climate change (Nielsen 1993).
While climatic influences are likely to have their greatest influence at broad spatial scales,
human influences of other kinds at finer spatial scales will overlay on top of climatic changes to
produce ultimate patterns of forest redistribution. In the western Great Lakes region,
anthropogenic changes have had a great impact since Euro-American settlement ca. 1850
(Schulte et al. 2007). Land cover conversion, logging, and alteration of natural disturbance
regimes have resulted in forests that are more compositionally and structurally homogeneous
throughout the region (Frelich 1995, Friedman and Reich 2005, Schulte et al. 2007). In
Minnesota, forest cover has been reduced from >55% during presettlement times to 32%
currently (Miles and Brand 2005). Original prairie has been reduced to about 1% of its original
land cover, primarily due to land conversion to agriculture (Tester 1995). Currently, the PFB
region in Minnesota experiences comparatively higher human pressures from fragmentation and
land conversion than other regions of the state (MSCPP 2008), yet there is a lack of
documentation of historical forest conditions in this region. Such knowledge would provide a
useful source of baseline information for management and restoration objectives and would
serve as a one of the few empirical examples of temporal dynamics in an ecological boundary
(Cadenasso et al. 2003).
The purpose of this study is to describe geographic range distribution shifts and compositional
change in the Minnesota prairie-forest boundary since Euro-American settlement. We use 13
tree taxa common to the PFB and focus on two measures of geographical range 1)
southern/western range limits and 2) range geographical centroid. Our study utilizes
presettlement forest data collected as part of a federal land survey and modern data from a
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federal forest monitoring program. Our goal here is not to disentangle the effects of climate and
finer-scale factors such as land conversion, logging, and fire suppression, but rather to
document changes to forest composition and range limits.
Methods
Study Area
The grassland-forest boundary in Minnesota spans 650 km along a northwest-southeast axis and
separates tallgrass prairie vegetation to the south and west from forest vegetation to the north
and east (Figure 3.1). Forest vegetation is commonly further divided into two types, mixed
boreal forest that reaches its southern limits in central Minnesota and broadleaf deciduous forest
that reaches its western limits (Bailey 1995). The region has a continental climate with warm
summers and cold winters due to the intersection of arctic, Pacific, and maritime tropical air
masses (Borchert 1950). The spatial zone of interaction among these three climatic air masses
roughly coincides with the position of the PFB. Annual precipitation in a 100-km buffer around
the boundary follows a spatial gradient from approximately 500 mm y-1 in the northwest to 750
mm y-1 in the southeast. A wide variety of landforms exist along the PFB in Minnesota due to
the region’s glacial history, highlighted by three main topographic regimes: 1) fairly level
terrain and poorly drained soils in the northwestern portion of the state, 2) strongly morainal
topography in the west-central region, and 3) highly dissected topography in the unglaciated
southeastern region (Figure 2). Elevation range in the boundary is approximately 200 m to 600
m (mean 400 m).

Data
Our comparisons of tree distributions were carried out using historical records of vegetation
from the presettlement land survey (PLS) (Almendinger 1996) and modern forest data from the
USDA Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) program (Reams et al. 2001). Both of these
surveys were systematically undertaken across the entire state of Minnesota (Figure 1), although
differences in sampling intensity and methodology can make the direct comparison of these
surveys challenging for some objectives. Friedman and Reich (2005) described in detail the
differences in survey methodology and provide guidance for facilitating comparison.
Presettlement Land Survey
The PLS was undertaken in Minnesota by the General Land Office (GLO) between 1847 and
1908 as part of the township-range grid system. The state was divided into square townships
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9.7 km on a side and further subdivided into 36 square sections 1.6 km on a side. Surveys were
undertaken at the intersection of all section lines (section corners) and the midpoint between
section corners (quarter corners, 0.8 km apart) (Figure 1). Surveyors were not ecologists, but
they recorded the nearest tree or up to four trees (i.e. bearing trees) present at each corner.
Ambiguous tree identifications in the Minnesota PLS due to varying use of common names
makes it difficult to reliably distinguish between some species. In these cases, we grouped
congenerics as recommended by Almendinger (1996) (Table 1). Sampling bias in favor of or
against particular tree taxa recorded at corners is a concern in studies using PLS data (Bourdo
1956), but Almendinger (1996) concluded that there was weak evidence of bias in Minnesota
PLS data. Many recent authors have provided guidelines for proper use of PLS data (Delcourt
and Delcourt 1996, Schulte and Mladenoff 2001, Manies and Mladenoff 2000).
We obtained geographic coordinates for survey corners from the Minnesota DNR (Almendinger
1996) and post-processed them in a geographic information system (GIS) (ESRI, Inc., 2006),
resulting in 248,226 corners and 351,175 individual trees. Due to the nature of the systematic
survey, records of tree taxa at individual PLS corners represent a statewide forest inventory.
Because the survey recorded point-occurrences of up to four taxa only, it obviously cannot be
concluded that taxa were absent at corners where they were not recorded. However, given
reasonably large sample sizes (> 1000), point-based surveys can faithfully recover spatial
patterns of occurrence using presence-only data such those collected in the PLS (Wang and
Larsen 2006).
Forest Inventory and Analysis program
The FIA program is designed to collect, analyze, and report on the condition of U.S. forests
(Reams et al. 2001). In Minnesota, The FIA sampling design is based on a grid of 6000-acre
(2400 ha) hexagonal cells overlaid on the state, with a minimum sampling intensity of one
randomly located plot per grid cell (McRoberts 1999). Twenty percent of survey locations are
surveyed annually in a rotating panel design, resulting in a complete survey every 5 y. Here, we
use data from the 1999-2003 survey only. In the 1999-2003 cycle, there were 16,383 survey
plots in Minnesota. Remotely sensed images of each plot were classified into forested, nonforested, and questionable prior to field surveys. Field crews generally investigated only
forested and questionable plots. To be classified as forest, an area must have been at least 10
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percent stocked with tree species, at least 0.4 ha in size, and at least 40 m wide (Reams et al.
2005).
Each forest survey plot consisted of four subplots totaling approximately 1/15th hectare
(Bechtold and Scott 2005). Measurements of trees > 12.5 cm were taken in all subplots, in
addition to myriad other forest data (e.g. site quality, seedling and sapling density, tree
regeneration, stocking, etc…). For our purposes, we used only the presence of a species at a
particular geographic plot location, similar to the PLS data described above, rather than using
multiple trees per plot. Due to privacy issues, FIA plot locations cannot be released to the
general public and are provided in perturbed coordinates within 1.6 km of the actual locations.
This distance is small relative to the scale of our study and therefore likely has minimal effects
on the spatial distributional patterns reported (Coulston et al. 2004).

Analysis
We limited our analysis to the 13 most abundant taxa in a 100-km buffer around the PFB
(Figure 3.1); these taxa comprised 95 percent of PLS trees in this buffer (Table 3.1). Dominant
taxa in the remaining 5% of trees included Eastern hophornbeam (Ostrya virginiana, 1.7%),
Northern white cedar (Thuja occidentalis, 0.5%), hickory (Carya spp., 0.4%), and willow (Salix
spp., 0.4%).
We used relative occurrence calculations from the two surveys to compare compositional
patterns and infer compositional change in the PFB. Comparisons were made separately for
northwest, west-central, and southeast regions of the boundary (Figure 3.1) because these
regions have different dominant topography known to influence vegetation (Chapter 1). For
each taxon in each region, relative occurrence was calculated as the fraction of individuals of
that taxon divided by the total number of all individuals in the region. Compositional changes
were estimated using the arithmetic difference in relative occurrence between the two time
periods.
To evaluate range limits, we developed interpolated density surfaces and then applied contour
analysis to the surfaces. Interpolations were carried out for taxa and surveys individually using
a kernel density tool in ArcGIS 9.2 (ESRI, Inc, 2006). The kernel function produces an
estimate of density for output grid cells based on the occurrence of points (i.e. observed trees) in
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a specified search radius around each cell, with less weight given to points further from the cell
center. We specified an output grid of 20-km cells and a search radius of 40 km, which was
sufficiently large enough to prevent too much convolution in the range edge as a result of finescale heterogeneity. Exploratory analyses with other output grid sizes and search radii produced
similar spatial patterns of density.
For each interpolated surface, we calculated relative density by dividing values for all grid cells
by the maximum density value in the grid. This had the effect of rescaling each grid to a range
of 0-1. Each grid cell therefore represents the proportion of maximum density for that taxon in
that survey. Maps of relative density indicate places where each taxon has relatively high or
low density within its range. Due to inherent differences in PLS and FIA sampling regimes,
differences in absolute taxon density between the two surveys cannot be investigated from
visual comparison of the interpolated maps.
We used contour analysis in ArcGIS (ESRI, Inc. 2006) to generate lines connecting equal
values on the relative density surfaces. Contours were generated for every 0.01 level of relative
density. We estimated taxa range limits as contours of relative density near zero (Root 1988,
Linder et al. 2000). In our study, some contours at low relative density values crossed outside
of the state boundaries, were highly convoluted, or were broken into small pieces. Thus, we did
not use one consistent contour level for all taxa. Instead, we chose the lowest contour between
0.01 and 0.05 that was intelligible. In practice, the distance between 0.01 and 0.05 levels was
small (<20 km). For each taxon, the same contour level was used for PLS and FIA density
surfaces.
We quantified shifts in taxa range centers by computing the geographic centroid of all
coordinates for each taxon in each survey. For this analysis, tree observations were not limited
to the 100-km buffer around the boundary. Equal weight was given to each presence
observation. We calculated the distance and direction of the differences in range centroid
locations in ArcGIS (ESRI, Inc. 2006) and mapped the values.

Results
Substantial compositional differences between presettlement and modern time periods were
noted for taxa that were dominant in our three defined boundary regions (Tables 3.2-3.4),
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especially tamarack and oak. The largest changes tended to be declines rather than increases in
occurrence. Tamarack experienced especially sharp declines in the northwest (-32%) and westcentral (-10%) regions, while oak, which was by far the most abundant taxon in southeast and
west-central regions, declined dramatically in these regions (25 to 18% and 58 to 15%,
respectively). While aspen declined moderately in the southeast region (-6%), it remained
stable in the west-central region and increased in the northwest region. Declines in dominant
boundary taxa in each region were generally offset by moderate increases among a wider
variety of taxa. In northwest Minnesota, ash (+9%) and aspen (+8%) comprised the bulk of the
increases, whereas several other species increased by ≤ 3% (Table 3.2). Ash was the primary
increasing taxon (+7%) in the west-central region, while it also increased in the southeast (+6).
Boxelder showed the greatest increases in the southeast region (+10%), followed by elm (+7%).
The 2% contour of forest vegetation using all trees combined was similar between PLS and FIA
surveys, with distances between contours from PLS and FIA generally less than 10 km (Figure
3.2). Among individual taxa (Figures 3.2-3.6), aspen, oak, spruce, and tamarack displayed
evidence of predominantly northward or eastward shifts since presettlement, with spatial
distances generally 10-20 km between the contour lines from PLS and FIA surveys.
Conversely, taxa including ash, elm, and balsam fir displayed predominantly westward contour
shifts generally between 10-40 km. Contours for tamarack and spruce shifted substantially
northward in the southern portion of their range, but remained stable in the western portion.
Western range limits contours of basswood, jack pine, paper birch, red pine, and white pine
shifted in varied directions along the border or displayed contours with a high degree of spatial
overlap between the two surveys.
Despite the apparent stability or modest shifts the boundary position and range limits of many
individual taxa, spatial patterns of relative density and geographic range centers shifted
substantially and consistently to the north and east (Table 3.6). The greatest shifts were for
broadleaf taxa originally most abundant in southern Minnesota, including elm, maple, ash, oak,
and basswood. Range centers for these species shifted between 52 and 140 km northward
(Figure 3.7). Boreal species more common to northern Minnesota have experienced smaller
shifts. For example, balsam fir, paper birch, and spruce all shifted ≤ 20 km. Aspen, notable for
being the second most abundant taxon in the boundary region, experienced a 61-km eastward
shift of its range center.
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Discussion
Our results document substantial shifts in distribution and composition of forest tree taxa of the
prairie-forest boundary region during the past 150 y. During this time, multiple factors have
acted on Minnesota forests, including logging, fire suppression, land conversion (primarily to
agriculture), and climatic warming (Friedman and Reich 2005, Schulte et al. 2007). Although
our primary objective here was to document distributional shifts and not disentangle the
multiple causes, some general interpretations and conclusions can be made.
The dramatic compositional changes from boundary regions may be related to human
alterations of fire regimes. Oak, the main declining taxon, is maintained in landscapes of the
PFB by fire (Peterson and Reich 2001). Dominant oak species in the southern boundary region,
especially bur oak (Quercus macrocarpa) and northern pin oak (Q. ellipsoidalis) survive fire by
thick bark and resprouting. From local-scale experimental studies in the PFB region, these
species are known to be among the only surviving woody species when fire frequencies are
modest (once in 10 y) or higher (from 3-8 times per decade) in oak savanna (Peterson and Reich
2001, 2008). Where fire frequencies are lower, fire-sensitive species are better able to coexist
with oaks and eventually outcompete them due to their greater shade tolerance (Abrams 1992,
Peterson and Reich 2001). Increased occurrence of fire-intolerant taxa concomitant with fire
suppression would result in relative compositional decreases in oak.
Our study also found notable relative declines in tamarack, especially in northwest Minnesota
where it declined from being the most dominant forest component (37% occurrence) to a minor
component (5%). Friedman and Reich (2005) called attention to a similar but generally
underappreciated demise of tamarack in northeast Minnesota, which they attributed to combined
effects of logging, insect outbreaks, and fire suppression. Moderate declines were additionally
noted in the west-central region for two pine species that generally require fire for natural
regeneration -- jack pine (-5%) and red pine (-3%) (Burns and Honkala 1990). While declines
were more prevalent in fire-tolerant taxa (oak, tamarack, pines), increases were more prevalent
in fire-sensitive taxa. Fire-sensitive taxa such as ash, elm, basswood, E. hophornbeam, maple,
hickory, butternut, and boxelder generally experienced low-to-moderate increases in relative
occurrence throughout the boundary region. Patterns of relative change in aspen are more
difficult to explain. While remaining stable in the west-central boundary region, this taxon
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experienced a notable increase in the northwest region (+7%) and a notable decline in the
southeast region (-6%). Aspen is a vigorous resprouter following fire and other disturbances
(Rowe 1983). Observed relative increases of aspen in the northwest region are likely the result
of forest harvest practices. In northeast Minnesota, Freidman and Reich (2005) attributed the
sharp relative increase in aspen since presettlement (from 11% in presettlment to 30% in 1990s)
primarily to logging.
Dramatic spatial changes to geographic range centers and relative density were especially noted
from broadleaf taxa having more southerly range distributions in Minnesota (maple, ash, elm,
oak, basswood), while more northerly distributed taxa (balsam fir, paper birch, spruce, jack
pine, tamarack) experienced much smaller changes or essentially remained stable. The likely
explanation for these patterns is the loss of forested land cover in southern Minnesota. Since
presettlement, total forest cover in Minnesota has declined from 55% to about 32% (Miles and
Brand 2005). While much of northeastern Minnesota remains forested, land conversion of
forest to agriculture and human settlements has been especially widespread in southern
Minnesota. For example, the region covered by Big Woods during the presettlement period
(Grimm 1984) was dominated by fire insensitive species and is now almost wholly converted to
agriculture (MNSCPP 2008). Widespread loss of forest in this region likely led to geographic
range centers and relative density shifts of broadleaf taxa to the north.
Whereas substantial distributional shifts have occurred for many prairie-forest boundary taxa,
range limits were generally stable. The general stability of southern/western range limits could
reflect a balance between climatic warming and land conversion pushing tree migration to the
northeast and reduced fire frequency since presettlement providing a mechanism for migration
to the west. While our results are not conclusive on the balance between these factors, it is
noteworthy that among the taxa with evidence of range limit shifts, the taxa that require fire
(aspen, oak, tamarack) had northern or eastern shifts, while two fire-sensitive taxa (ash, elm)
had western shifts.
For most taxa, the pattern of sharp distributional shifts while range limits remained constant
indicates that taxon abundances and densities have declined in the boundary region. This is
consistent with patterns of landscape fragmentation and forest habitat loss in the boundary
(MSCPP 2008). Dispersal ability and genetic exchange can be substantially reduced in highly
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fragmented landscapes (Malanson and Cairns 1997, Davis and Shaw 2001), thus patterns of
occurrence at range edges will have important implications for tree species migrations and
adaptations in the face of future climate change (Gaston 2003, Iverson et al. 2004).
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Table 3.1. Tree taxa and PLS abundances in a 100-km buffer around the prairie-forest
boundary (see Figure 3.1).

Taxon
Oak

Species
Q. macrocarpa, Q. ellipsoidalis, and Q. rubra (in
greater part)
Q. velutina, Q. nigra and Q. bicolor (in lesser part)

n
46780

Relative
occurrence
0.30

Aspen

27821

0.18

Tamarack
Elm
Jack pine
Maple
Basswood
Red pine
Paper birch

Populus tremuloides and P. grandidentata (in greater
part)
P. balsamifera (in lesser part)
Larix laricina
Ulmus americana, U. rubra, U. thomasii
Pinus banksiana
A. saccharum, A. saccharinum, A. rubrum
Tilia americana
Pinus resinosa
Betula papyrifera

17683
11201
8226
6760
5644
5164
4425

0.11
0.07
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03

Ash
White pine
Spruce
Balsam fir

Fraxinus nigra, F. pennyslvanica, F. americana
Pinus strobus
Picea mariana, Picea glauca
Abies balsamea

4402
3695
2948
996

0.03
0.02
0.02
0.01

15397

0.95

total*
*includes 8225 trees from excluded taxa
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Table 3.2. Changes in relative occurrence (percent of all trees [PLS] or percent of trees x plot
occurrences [FIA]) for dominant tree taxa in the northwest region along the prairie-forest
boundary (see Figure 3.1).

Region
NW

Taxon
Aspen
Tamarack
Spruce
Oak
Elm
White cedar
Paper birch
Ash
Balsam fir
Basswood
Boxeldera

PLS (1847-1908)
n Rel. Occ.
6555
0.38
6357
0.37
1137
0.07
1125
0.07
343
0.02
323
0.02
310
0.02
243
0.01
165
0.01
65
0.004
10
0.001

17300
Acer negundo
b
includes uncommon taxa not listed
Totalb

0.97

FIA (1999-2003)
n Rel. Occ.
358
0.45
41
0.05
39
0.05
72
0.09
41
0.05
15
0.02
30
0.04
81
0.10
22
0.03
13
0.016
17
0.021
854

Change (%)
+7
-32
-2
3
3
0
2
9
2
1
2

0.96

a
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Table 3.3. Changes in relative occurrence (percent of all trees [PLS] or percent of trees x plot
occurrences [FIA]) for dominant tree taxa in the west-central region along the prairie-forest
boundary (see Figure 3.1).

Region
W-C

Taxon
Oak
Aspen
Tamarack
Jack pine
Elm
Maple
Red pine
Paper birch
White pine
Basswood
Ash
E. hophornbeam
Spruce
Balsam fir
Cherrya
Boxelderb
Totalc

PLS (1847-1908)
n Rel. Occ.
25945
0.25
17531
0.18
11282
0.11
7853
0.08
6628
0.06
5199
0.05
5103
0.05
4093
0.04
3660
0.04
3392
0.03
3131
0.03
1731
0.02
1801
0.02
831
0.01
116
0.001
27
0.000
102908
0.93

FIA (1999-2003)
n Rel. Occ.
958
0.18
936
0.18
68
0.01
166
0.03
420
0.08
440
0.08
126
0.02
408
0.08
65
0.01
320
0.06
547
0.10
184
0.03
115
0.02
133
0.03
96
0.02
109
0.02
5329
0.94

Change (%)
-7
0
-10
-5
1
3
-3
4
-2
3
7
2
0
2
2
2

Prunus serotina and P. pennsylvanica
Acer negundo
c
includes uncommon taxa not listed
a
b
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Table 3.4. Changes in relative occurrence (percent of all trees [PLS] or percent of trees x plot
occurrences [FIA]) for dominant tree taxa in southeast region along the prairie-forest boundary
(see Figure 3.1).
PLS (1847-1908)
FIA (1999-2003)
Taxon
n Rel. Occ.
n Rel. Occ. Change (%)
Oak
19710
0.58
124
0.15
-44
Elm
4230
0.13
166
0.19
7
Aspen
2863
0.08
25
0.03
-6
Basswood
2187
0.06
55
0.06
0
Maple
1556
0.05
59
0.07
2
Ash
1028
0.03
75
0.09
6
E. hophornbeam
815
0.02
45
0.05
3
Hickorya
141
0.001
28
0.03
3
Cherryb
125
0.001
34
0.04
4
c
Butternut
108
0.001
14
0.02
1
E. cottonwoodd
76
0.001
21
0.025
2
Boxeldere
46
0.000
84
0.10
10
Hackberryf
20
0.000
24
0.03
3
g
Black walnut
17
0.000
23
0.03
3
E. redcedarh
3
0.000
14
0.016
2
Totalg
33762
0.97
793
0.94
a
b
Carya spp., Prunus serotina and P. pennsylvanica, cPopulus deltoides, eAcer negundo, fCeltis
occidentalis, gJuglans nigra, hJuniperus virginiana
g
includes uncommon taxa not listed
Region
SE
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Table 3.5. Distance and direction of range-center shifts for tree taxa of the prairie-forest
boundary.

Taxon

Distance
(km)

Direction

All trees

41

NNE

Aspen

61

ENE

Ash

79

N

Balsam fir

11

NNW

Basswood

85

NNE

Elm

52

NE

Jack pine

42

ENE

Maple
Oak

99

NNE

140

NNW

Paper birch

17

NW

Red pine

41

ENE

Spruce

20

ENE

Tamarack

33

NE

White pine

42

NE
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Figure 3.1. Presettlement vegetation in Minnesota. The line separating prairie from forest is the
prairie-forest boundary as drawn by the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. A 100km buffer along the boundary is divided into 3 regions (NW= northwest, W-C=west-central,
SE=southeast) for further analysis. Inset: PLS and FIA sampling design for a window across
the PFB. PLS corners were separated by 0.8 km. The FIA diagram is a hypothetical
representation for display purposes; in reality, a minimum of one survey plot exists in each
hexagonal (hex) cell. In the FIA panel, open circles indicated non-forest vegetation and closed
circles represent forest vegetation; shading of the hex cells indicates presence/absence of a
forested plot in the cell.
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Figure 3.2. Interpolated relative density (left two panels) and observed occurrence of all tree
taxa combined, ash, and aspen from PLS and FIA surveys. The right panel includes contours of
relative density as an estimate of the western taxon range limits Minnesota.
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Figure 3.3. Interpolated relative density (left two panels) and observed occurrence of balsam
fir, basswood, and elm from PLS and FIA surveys. The right panel includes contours of relative
density as an estimate of the western taxon range limits Minnesota.
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Figure 3.4. Interpolated relative density (left two panels) and observed occurrence of jack pine,
maple, and oak from PLS and FIA surveys. The right panel includes contours of relative
density as an estimate of the western taxon range limits Minnesota.
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Figure 3.5. Interpolated relative density (left two panels) and observed occurrence of paper
birch, red pine, and spruce from PLS and FIA surveys. The right panel includes contours of
relative density as an estimate of the western taxon range limits Minnesota.
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Figure 3.6. Interpolated relative density (left two panels) and observed occurrence tamarack
and white pine from PLS and FIA surveys. The right panel includes contours of relative density
as an estimate of the western taxon range limits Minnesota.
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Figure 3.7. Tree range-center shifts since presettlement. Symbols indicate the geographic
centroid of occurrence records from PLS and FIA surveys.
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